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From the Editors – About this Issue
Karen Bjerg Petersen and Peggy Saunders
Editors of JISTE
We are pleased to present this open issue of the Journal of the International Society for Teacher
Education featuring the theme: Approaches to teacher education: professional development,
philosophy, and subject-based teaching. Some articles in this issue were originally presented in
paper groups at the annual Seminar of the International Society for Teacher Education (ISfTE),
which was held in Japan, in May 2018. Other articles were initially presented at the annual ISfTE
Seminar, held in Canada, in May 2019. Finally, some of the articles in this open issue are submitted
to our journal from scholars outside the ISfTE society. The authors in the issue address a variety
of aspects in teacher education worldwide – from philosophical reflections to specific subject
teaching strategies and research, and professional development of teachers.
Two articles in this issue address professional development of either higher education faculty or
K-12 teachers. Colleen Packer from USA in her article, Participant-Centered Adjunct Faculty
Development: A Case Study Using the Great Teachers Model, suggested a participant-based
faculty development model to be used with adjunct faculty development because a participantbased approach has been shown to be more relevant and preferred by the faculty. Dragana
Martinovic, Yifat Ben-David Kolikant, and Marina Milner-Bolotin Canada/Israel in their article,
The Usefulness of Technology in Teacher Professional Development: Extending the Frameworks,
proposed three models to demonstrate how technology could become a vehicle for providing
timely and content-related support for teachers.
Philosophical approaches, discussions, and reflections are reflected in two articles from
respectively Canada and Denmark/USA. Being influenced by Asian Buddhist philosophy,
Augustine Parattukudi in the article, Enacting the Educational World in Compassion: A Reflection
and Positioning of How to Teach and Learn the Art of Compassion, proposed a new model of
teaching and learning of compassion, based on embedded storytelling and non-egocentric
responsiveness from the side of teachers and teacher educators. In their article, Teacher Education
in a Post Nation State Era: A Possible Ecological Approach. A Discussion and Reflection, Karen
Petersen and DeeDee Mower from Denmark and USA respectively, suggested ecological
approaches to be included in teacher education and teaching. An ecological approach in education
and teacher education focuses on uniqueness, integrity, resilience, and personal development of
students in combination with a skills focused training of the student as a whole person.
Three articles in this issue are dedicated to subject teaching. Ida Ulrikke Valand and Tormod
Bjørkkjær from Norway highlighted collaboration as one of the most important 21st century skills
in student enterprises focused on food and nutrition and teacher education in home economics
courses in their article, Impact of Adizes’ Team Roles on Collaboration, Disagreements and
Success in Student Enterprises – Teamwork Pedagogy in Higher Education. In the article
Conceptual Understanding and Application of Diffusion and Osmosis: An Assessment of PreDegree Students in a Nigerian University, Adenike Julianah Oladipo, Modupe Osokoya, and
Uchenna Udeani from Nigeria introduced the complexity and difficulties of biology students to
being able to develop a conceptual understanding and to apply the biological and chemical
4
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processes diffusion and osmosis outside the classroom. Finally, in the article Experimental Studies
of the Affordances of Assistive Multimodal Learning Designs: Universal Design for Learning in
Modern Language Classrooms, Henrik Kasch from Denmark, introduced how three ebook
prototypes based on the universal design for learning concept helped English/foreign language
students in grade seven improve their lexical competence and self-regulated learning through
digital scaffolds.
The titles and content of the articles in JISTE 23.2 evidence how many various aspects of teacher
education, researchers, and teacher educators are addressed throughout the world. The articles
witness the continuous engagement, which represent the dedicated educators throughout the world
and demonstrate a deep interest in the many aspects and angles of teacher education, teaching, and
learning.
Additionally, we would like to thank the reviewers, who have contributed with several and
repeated reviews on the submitted articles for this issue. We are grateful for the active support
from scholars from all over the world, members and non-members of ISfTE, who have spent their
time and used their expertise to review the manuscripts.

From the Associate Editor
Peggy J. Saunders
This edition of JISTE is my last. Over the years I have edited approximately 16 editions of the
journal. Editing an international journal is not an easy task; it is time-consuming and exhausting.
I have enjoyed the challenge of each article and celebrated when each edition is complete. I thank
all the authors who have taken my editing favorably realizing that my ultimate goal was not to tear
down their writing but to help them have the best published article possible.
I would like to thank Karen Bjerg Petersen for her dedicated work on this journal. She has guided
it with professionalism and hard work over these past 10 years! I would also like to thank my
colleagues at Weber State University, David Byrd and DeeDee Mower, who have agreed to take
over the final editing task. I am thrilled to leave the journal in such good hands.
And finally, to all the members of ISfTE, I have been honored to know you and call you my
colleagues and friends. You are an amazing group of dedicated professionals who realize that
education is global and that we are all in this together.
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PARTICIPANT-CENTERED ADJUNCT FACULTY DEVELOPMENT:
A CASE STUDY USING THE GREAT TEACHERS MODEL
Colleen Packer
Weber State University, USA

Abstract: Adjunct instructors represent upwards of 70% of college and university faculty in the
United States, yet they often lack the resources and training to assist them in promoting student
success. This study describes the implementation and perceived impact of a participant-based
faculty development model adapted for use with adjunct faculty. The model focused specifically on
teaching innovations and challenges. This study examined an institutional-level faculty
development initiative based on the use of the Great Teachers Movement paradigm. This
participant-based model provided opportunities for teachers engage in highly interactive
discussions where they shared teaching innovations and sought solutions to teaching problems
and challenges. Quantitative and qualitative data from 31 adjunct faculty participants provided
the sources for data analysis. Results showed that adjunct instructors preferred the participantbased model over traditional presenter-based models of faculty development.
Keywords: adjunct professors, Great Teachers Movement/Model, professional development,
participant-based

Note: For this study, adjunct faculty are
defined as those faculty members who have
“a temporary affiliation with an institution in
performing a duty or service in an auxiliary
capacity” (National Center for Educational
Statistics, p. D-3). Part time, contingent, and
auxiliary faculty are other terms that have
been used to describe these instructors.
Adjunct faculty members teach part-time and
are not on a tenure-track appointment at the
institution. The adjunct instructors in this
study have other full-time jobs either at the
institution or at other organizations not
directly affiliated with the campus. Some
were also retired from other organizations.
(For a more detailed typology of adjunct
instructors in general, see Gappa & Leslie,
1993).

adjuncts play a major role in the success
colleges in the United States (US). Rising
instructional costs and increased student
enrollments have led to a steady increase in
the numbers of courses taught by adjunct
faculty members in colleges and universities
throughout the US (Leslie & Gappa, 2002;
Lyons & Burstad, 2007). With this increase
in adjunct faculty comes the challenge of
meeting and supporting their professional
development needs.
This case study examined the use of a
participant-based faculty development model
to train adjunct instructors in pedagogical
strategies while providing opportunities for
them to network and connect with other
colleagues. It is hoped that this case study
will provide details about and insights into a
faculty development model that can be used
to enhance the training of adjunct instructors.

Introduction
Over the last several decades, the use of
adjunct faculty has grown to the point where
6
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students as they prepare to enter career areas
similar to their adjunct instructors. Thus,
adjunct faculty serve as a professional “link
between the community and the college”
(Wallin, 2010, p. 377). Finally, adjunct
faculty offer instructional benefits to students
and the institution. Many adjunct faculty
express their excitement for teaching because
of the opportunity to share their professional
competencies and interact with students.
Their professional experience often adds a
unique dimension to the instruction they
provide. Phillippe (2000) argued that adjunct
faculty are often hired for technical expertise
they can impart to students through
instruction.

Adjunct faculty are becoming more integral
in helping universities pursue their
institutional missions (Leslie & Gappa, 2002;
Lyons & Burstad, 2007) representing
upwards of 70% of post-secondary faculty in
the United States (U.S. Department of
Education, 2013). Stakeholders in higher
education such as state legislatures, business
leaders, and others have challenged
institutions to serve a growing student
population. Institutions have met this
challenge through increased use of adjunct
instructors who provide a flexible and
affordable way for institutions to achieve
their instructional goals.
Additionally,
adjunct faculty are crucial in meeting course
demands.

In sum, adjuncts can be a valuable
economical, professional, and instructional
resource for higher education institutions.
Yet, if institutions want to increase the
likelihood of realizing these benefits, it is
imperative
to
provide
professional
development opportunities and institutional
support to meet the needs and increase
retention of this particular group of faculty.
As Diegl (2013) argued, “adjunct faculty
have a significant presence in higher
education institutions and need opportunities
available to them, so they feel like an
important part of academic culture and
prepared to teach” (p. 596).

Wallin (2010) suggested that colleges could
not survive without adjunct instructors due to
the
economical,
professional,
and
instructional benefits they provide to the
institution. Financial estimates show that
adjunct
faculty
cost
a
university
approximately 33%–40% of a full-time
faculty member’s salary to teach the same
classes, primarily because of the cost of
employee benefits are not afforded to adjunct
instructors (Forbes, Hickey, & White, 2010;
Schneider, 2004). As a result of this financial
benefit, many institutions are able to meet
course demand using adjunct faculty to teach
classes that would otherwise cost too much to
be consistently offered to students. Adjunct
faculty also benefit higher education
institutions professionally. Often, adjunct
faculty have career positions and experience
in industry beyond the academic setting.
They bring a plethora of professional
experiences from business and industry to the
classroom that students are seldom exposed
to with full-time faculty members (Wallin,
2010). This professional expertise and
workplace experience can be invaluable to

Adjunct faculty have many of the same
professional development needs as full- time
faculty, yet they rarely receive the
opportunities available to tenured and tenuretrack colleagues. Wallin (2010) called for a
“concerted effort to offer professional
development and growth opportunities” (p.
390) in order to demonstrate the institution’s
commitment to its adjunct faculty.
Professional development represents an
investment in the capabilities of adjunct
instructors.
Providing
professional
development opportunities to adjunct faculty
7
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is an indication of their import to institutions
of higher education, especially in
undergraduate settings (Roueche, Roueche,
& Milliron, 1995). Additionally, Jaschik
(2010) suggested that support for adjunct
faculty development is likely to promote
student success in terms of retention, which
is a primary concern in today’s institutions of
higher education.

integrate into their own courses. Programs
that address teaching-related content within
their adjunct faculty development efforts
suggested instruction in syllabus writing,
lecturing, leading discussions, designing
individualized
learning
experiences,
designing and evaluating tests, and teaching
adult learners (Forbes et al, 2010; Kelly,
1990). Lyons and Kysilka (2000) described a
teaching methods course (taught in four
sessions for four hours on Saturday
mornings) mandated for all new adjunct
faculty. In addition to the information
presented above, the course also included
instruction
in
planning
resources,
professionalism, managing class time
effectively, and various teaching techniques.
A growing body of literature addresses online
professional development for online adjunct
instructors (see Shattuck, Dubins, &
Zilberman, 2019) with the assumption that
adjunct faculty who teach online should
experience and learn about online teaching
and learning in an online format.

Orientations to university practices are
designed to assist adjunct faculty in learning
institutional and departmental policies and
procedures (Kelly, 1990; Lyons & Kysilka,
2000). Recent studies have explored the use
of digitally-based faculty development
resources including video, modules, digital
courseware, discussion boards, and videoconferencing as means to provide an
orientation to the institution. Additionally,
digital resources make possible the training
and involvement of adjunct faculty at offcampus and satellite sites (Maldonado &
Riman, 2009). Instructional designers and
content experts develop the content and
methods of delivery for these digital
programs. Although the digital content may
be convenient in terms of access, the digital
resources focus mostly on institutional
information and content delivery, not
teaching and learning.

A third area of focus for adjunct faculty
development is creating a sense of
connection to the institution and assimilating
adjuncts into the broader academic
community (Bethke & Nelson, 1994; Gappa
& Leslie, 1993). The primary means of
accomplishing this objective is to facilitate
interaction between adjunct faculty and other
members of the university community
(Dolan, 2011; Fagan-Wilen, Springer,
Ambrosino, & White, 2006). To illustrate,
Fagan-Wilen et al. (2006) suggested that at
least one staff member of a teaching and
learning center be present at every
professional development event involving
adjuncts in order to cultivate, maintain, and
support relationships with them. Making
connections with colleagues and the
institution is often accomplished through
peer support and dialogue (Kemery &
Serembus, 2019). These connections are

Many adjunct faculty lack pedagogical
knowledge, especially in new techniques
such as evidence-based learning (Major,
Harris, & Zakrajsek, 2016), high-impact
practices (Kuh, 2008), teaching with
technology (Bates & Poole, 2003), flipped
classrooms (Gilboy, Heinerichs, & Pazzaglia,
2015), and so forth. As such, the fundamental
processes of teaching and classroom
management strategies should be an integral
part of adjunct faculty development. Wallin
(2010) suggested that any training session for
adjunct faculty should demonstrate the use of
teaching techniques that they can adapt and
8
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incentives for instructors” improves adjunct
faculty motivation and helps “build and
maintain a positive experience…for
students” (Dolan, 2011, p. 65).

often facilitated through one-on-one,
personalized programs of adjunct faculty
development through peer-mentoring (Kelly,
1990; Kemery & Serembus, 2019; Luna,
1990; Lyons & Kysilka, 2000), teamteaching with full-time faculty members
(Leitzel, 1990), and one-on-one coaching
with more established faculty members,
whether they be full time or adjunct faculty
(Palacio, Vargas, & Taborda, 2019).

Adjunct faculty development efforts vary
across institutions. Many institutions offered
face-to-face sessions, while others offered
alternative delivery approaches through
online faculty development programs
(Maldono & Riman, 2009; Pete, 2016).
Some efforts focused on teaching in
traditional classrooms and others focused
solely on adjunct faculty who taught fully
online courses (Kemery & Serembus, 2019;
Shattuck et al., 2011). Yet, most of these
programs had one common characteristic: A
top-down approach in presentation.

Ongoing professional development for
adjunct faculty is difficult given the multiple
barriers they face such as distance, variable
teaching schedules, working outside the
institution, and so forth (Brannagan & Oriol,
2014; Fura & Symanski, 2014). Yet, many
institutions offer ongoing professional
development opportunities including brown
bag workshops, teaching newsletters, online
teaching tips, faculty learning communities,
and resource centers (Kemery & Serembus,
2019) to name a few. With the possible
exception of faculty learning communities,
the reviewed literature suggested that these
initiatives were created and presented by
teaching and learning center professional
staff and/or academic department chairs and
faculty.

For purposes of this study, top-down or
presentation-based approaches to educational
development are those where participants
listen to or watch a presentation with little to
no interaction among colleagues. Session
content is determined by those presenting to
the participants. In contrast, a participantcentered approach focuses on facilitating
participant interaction about salient topics.
The difference might be compared to the
proverbial sage on the stage (presentationcentered) and the guide on the side
(participant-centered). Participant-centered
models of faculty development are closely
akin to high impact practices (Kuh, 2008) in
that they foster meaningful interactions,
encourage
collaboration,
and
value
participant voice and experience.

Finally, adjunct faculty also have
professional
development needs for
recognition. Recognition can come in many
forms: Receiving verbal or written praise
from supervisors, department chairs and/or
students; being recognized for years of
service at the institution; compensation for
professional development efforts; public
recognition through institutional media
outlets, both print and digital; and the ability
to participate in professional development
offerings (Dolan, 2011). Lack of recognition
can negatively impact adjunct motivation and
institutional loyalty. Student retention can
also suffer.
Research indicates that
meaningful
recognition
and “strong

Few studies described specific participantcentered faculty development initiatives.
More specifically, research has not explored
initiatives that value the voice of adjunct
faculty members, which is often overlooked
in higher education (Frederickson, 2015).
After researching the needs of adjunct
faculty, Dolan (2011) called for professional
9
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development events that privileged peer-topeer interaction. Regarding adjunct faculty,
she stated that “learning from their peers’
knowledge and experiences would provide
inspiration that could make them better
teachers” and assist them in developing “their
skills in a more effective, efficient and
inspiring manner” (pp. 72-73). This research
is a response to the call for implementing
faculty development initiatives that utilize
peer-to-peer interaction, in short, a
participant-centered approach.

Purpose
Faculty developers at this western university
implemented a new initiative for an adjunct
faculty retreat based on the Great Teachers
Model with the ultimate goal of training and
retaining a cadre of qualified adjunct faculty.
The seminar format provided opportunities
for faculty to collaborate and connect through
highly interactive discussions where
participants shared teaching innovations and
sought solutions to their problems and
challenges in university teaching. As such,
this model was adapted for use in an adjunct
faculty professional development retreat.

The Great Teachers Model, created by
Gottshall (1993), privileges participantcentered practices. The National Great
Teachers Movement began in 1969 in the US
as a result of faculty being experts in their
respective disciplines, yet not having
extensive training in the art of teaching.
Gottshall held that well-facilitated shoptalk
was one of the highest forms of professional
development. Thus, the Great Teachers
Model boasts highly interactive discussions
focused on narratives of teaching success,
pedagogical practices, and instructional
challenges.

The content of the retreat was determined by
the participants themselves. Prior to coming
to the retreat, participants prepared a handout
that informed the focus of the day’s sessions.
The handout included information that would
be discussed in small groups including a
teaching success story, a favorite pedagogical
practice, an unresolved teaching problem, an
object lesson, device or activity, and a book,
article, or quote that had helped the
participant in their work as an instructor.
This information was shared during the
retreat in highly interactive discussions in
small group settings with facilitators who
provided structure and guidelines to assure
effective use of time. This exposure to and
experience with instructional strategies was
designed to build pedagogical confidence and
competence within participants.

Thus, the Great Teachers Model provided the
foundation for a new initiative for adjunct
faculty development at a large, public
university in the western US. Previous
adjunct faculty development efforts featured
traditional presenter-centered sessions led by
an expert presenter who would present a
session on what was determined to be a
relevant, useful topic for adjunct faculty
members. Feedback from these traditional
sessions suggested other topic areas,
questioned the concepts that were covered,
and revealed a desire for more interaction
with others in attendance. The initiative
described in this study was a response to
those criticisms. In essence, the adjunct
faculty were ready for a change and for their
voices to be heard.

The retreat was also designed to integrate icebreaker activities where participants would
introduce each other, followed by participant
interaction in new groups during each
session. Additionally, meals provided
opportunities for participants to interact with
each other on a more informal basis, with an
overarching outcome of creating stronger
connections among the adjunct teaching
community.
10
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In summary, the retreat was designed to meet
the goals of providing training in
instructional strategies and developing
connections with other adjuncts, full-time
faculty and staff through the use of a
participant-based instructional model. Thus,
the purpose of the retreat was two-fold: First,
to provide access to practical, evidence-based
teaching strategies that participants could
immediately integrate into their teaching, and
second, to provide opportunities for
participants to connect with other members
of the campus community. At the completion
of the event, it was hoped that participants
would be able to (a) identify at least two
strategies for effective undergraduate
education that could be integrated into their
own teaching, and (b) connect with at least
one other participant with whom they could
share teaching ideas and concerns related to
being an adjunct instructor. Thus, this study
proposed the following hypotheses:
H1: Participant-centered models of
faculty development provide adjunct
faculty with instructional strategies that
can be easily used in a classroom.
H2: Participant-centered models of
faculty development create connections
among participants.
H3:
Adjunct
faculty
perceive
participant-centered models of faculty
development as more favorable than
traditional, presenter-centered models of
faculty development.

faculty development, namely the Great
Teacher’s Model. The study focused on a
typical event that many institutions could use
as means of adjunct faculty development.
The shift in focus from a presenter-centered
model to a participant-centered model
illuminates a new way of thinking about
adjunct faculty development - one that
privileges adjunct faculty voice throughout
the event.
The university’s teaching and learning center
hosted the annual adjunct faculty retreat
focused on the sharing and development of
instructional strategies. Being sensitive to
adjunct faculty schedules, the retreat was
held on a satellite campus on a Saturday to
allow adjunct faculty the opportunity to
attend without having to take time away from
their full-time employment. Each adjunct
faculty member participated in the day-long
training session.
Participants
Participants in this study included 31 adjunct
instructors at a 4-year, large, public
university in the western United States.
Teaching experience ranged from one
semester to 22 years. The highest number of
participants were from the College of Arts
and Humanities (14); with 4 each from the
College of Science and the School of
Business; 3 each from the Social Science and
Engineering Colleges; 2 from the College of
Education; and 1 from the College of Health
Professions. Of the 31 participants, 22 had
attended previous adjunct faculty retreats that
had used presenter-centered formats with
formal
presentations,
sessions,
and
workshops.

Method
One goal of a case study is to lay a foundation
for understanding broader trends and issues
that can be applied to similar circumstances
(Yin, 2018). This research utilized a case
study approach to explore the impact of a
participant-centered model for adjunct

11
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Data Collection and Analysis

perspective, which makes it a flexible method
of analysis, especially in the context of
teaching and learning research (Clarke &
Braun, 2013; Maguire & Delahunt, 2017).

Quantitative and qualitative data from 31
adjunct faculty participants were aggregated
for the purpose of analyzing faculty
perceptions of the model overall including its
impact on increasing awareness of
instructional strategies and facilitating a
sense of community with other campus
entities. At the completion of the retreat,
participants completed a feedback survey that
measured adjunct faculty attitudes across
three areas: (a) instructional strategies; (b)
creating connections; and (c) retreat format.
Survey questions were developed for each
construct in a collaboration between the
Director of the institution’s teaching and
learning center and the Director of Academic
Analytics. Eleven questions focused on
pedagogy; five questions focused on
connections; and six questions focused on the
overall format (see Appendix A). The
quantitative data were analyzed using simple
descriptive statistics. Three open-ended
questions focused on retreat strengths, areas
for improvement, and additional adjunct
support needs.
Qualitative data were
analyzed using a deductive thematic analysis,
analyzing patterns across the data set
(Huberman & Miles, 2000).
Thematic
analysis was chosen because it is not
associated with a specific epistemological

Results
Results supported all three hypotheses with
positive feedback in each construct. Most
participants
(88.79%)
learned
new
instructional strategies that they could use in
the classroom. Participants either agreed or
strongly agreed that they learned new skills
to improve their teaching, which was one of
the major purposes of the retreat. In terms of
making connections, 87.1% of participants
indicated that the retreat offered them
opportunities to make connections with either
other adjunct faculty, full-time faculty,
and/or the institution as a whole. All but one
participant felt like they were part of a
teaching community as a result of
participating in the retreat. The participantbased format of adjuncts interacting with
each other and facilitators was preferred over
the presentation-centered format of keynote
speakers with breakout sessions by 81.7% of
those
participants who had attended
presenter-centered retreats in the past. Figure
1 shows the frequency distribution of
responses across constructs.

12
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Adjunct Faculty Attitudes
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of responses across constructs

Participants
also
provided feedback
regarding their best experiences at the event.
The two specific areas of strength that
emerged from the data were in line with the
two foci of the retreat: learning new teaching
strategies and connecting with other faculty
members. One participant said that “[I]
enjoyed listening to different pedagogical
activities that can be implemented into a
teaching moment.”
Faculty enjoyed
engaging in “shop talk” with others because
of the variety of perspectives they were able
to experience. The homework handouts were
appreciated as well. One participant indicated
that the “assignment in advance (referring to
the handout) helped prepare for the retreat
better than in previous years.” Another
shared similar sentiments: “I liked the
handouts” because “I could refer to them
when I needed to.”

interaction because their teaching and
classroom concerns were addressed by
others, and they realized that there were other
“teachers who are in the same boat as me
(sic).” The format also minimized socially
constructed professional barriers to the point
that “formal titles and individual experiences
took a back seat to collaboration and
discussion.”
A thematic content analysis of qualitative
data focused on improving the event revealed
two major themes: (a) more disciplinary
discussions and (b) more involvement from
full-time faculty. Participants felt that they
benefitted from discussing specific teaching
ideas with faculty from the same or similar
disciplines. Said one participant, “I liked
being able to learn from different groups of
people, but I think the object lesson would be
better shared with similar disciplines.”
Another shared a similar view: “Maybe have
one section where teachers from similar
disciplines can interact. The final application
discussion with similar disciplines.” Other
participants shared their desire for more fulltime faculty participation. One particular

The second emergent theme from the data
focused on connecting with the campus
learning community. The opportunity to
interact and network with other adjuncts and
full-time faculty was mentioned throughout
the data.
Participants appreciated the
13
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quote captured that idea, “It might really be
helpful to have a few more full-time faculty
participate. More regular faculty would be
useful.” These findings provide a useful point
of departure from which to explore
improvements in using the model for future
adjunct faculty development efforts.

exposure to new teaching strategies may
prove to be a potential drawback to a
participant-based model. As such, anyone
using this model should provide a general
definition and/or explanation of new,
innovative teaching strategies and encourage
participants to share strategies that fall within
that purview. Doing so will increase the
likelihood that participants will become
exposed to and familiar with current teaching
strategies that can be integrated into their
own classrooms.

Discussion
This study explored adjunct faculty
perceptions of a participant-centered model
of professional development and its impact
on their pedagogy and ability to connect with
others in the university community. Findings
indicated that adjunct faculty preferred the
participant-centered
model over the
traditional presenter-centered format so
commonly
used
for
professional
development events. Preference for the
participant-centered
format
validates
research calling for face-to-face, peer-driven
interaction (Dolan, 2011) in adjunct faculty
development efforts. The opportunity to
interact with peers brings multiple benefits to
the professional development experience and
allows participants to develop their skills
through learning from each other. Although
research identifies five components of a
comprehensive program for adjunct faculty
development, this study focused on the two
components that emerged specifically from
the data, namely teaching and connection.

Another primary benefit of using a
participant-based model was the sense of
connection created among participants. This
entire model was predicated upon peer-topeer interactions where participants shared
their teaching ideas and challenges with each
other. Because the adjunct faculty voices
were an integral component of this
professional
development
experience,
participants were able to network and make
connections with other adjunct and full-time
faculty while learning new instructional
strategies that they could use immediately in
their classrooms. Based on existing research
(Dolan, 2011; Fagan-Wilen et al., 2006), it
stands to reason that adjunct faculty would
identify networking and making connections
with their peers a valuable part of the
experience as interaction is the means by
which creating a sense of community occurs.
An advantage to the participant-based model
described in this case study is that multiple
connections can be facilitated at once,
perhaps an improvement over (or a precursor
to) individualized peer-to-peer programs
described earlier (see Kemery & Serembus,
2019). These connections can occur within
and across disciplines because participants
engage with new groups for different
purposes throughout the event.

A primary benefit of this participant-based
model is that adjunct faculty learned teaching
techniques that could be easily adapted for
immediate use in their own classrooms. Yet,
there is no guarantee that adjunct faculty will
become familiar with new techniques such as
evidence-based learning (Major et al., 2016)
or high impact practices (Kuh, 2008) unless
participants choose to share these types of
teaching techniques with their peers. Because
participants share their own tried-and-true
teaching ideas and experiences, the lack of

Participants also indicated that they would
like more full-time faculty involvement,
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although they did not indicate why. Yet, one
can assume, that if adjuncts had a desire to
assimilate into the broader academic
community, then it stands to reason that
interaction with more full-time faculty would
be viewed as advantageous. Networking with
other adjuncts was found useful, but adjuncts
may view full-time faculty as being more
knowledgeable about campus culture,
pedagogical strategies, and thus, more likely
to assist them in becoming part of an
academic community.

based on faculty self-reports, the reported
outcomes of learning new pedagogical
strategies may not be occurring in actual
classroom practice. Observing classroom
practice is a logical follow-up and next step
in this research. Exploring the impact of the
event on classroom teaching behaviors would
provide stronger evidence to either support or
rethink the retreat framework.
This
assessment could be accomplished through
direct observation of classroom teaching by
teaching and learning center staff, video selfmonitoring, and/or teacher reflection by the
adjunct faculty themselves. In the future,
rubrics may provide a more standardized,
valid manner of receiving feedback on
innovative teaching strategies.

Thematic content analysis of qualitative data
revealed that participants had positive
perceptions about exposure to new teaching
strategies and feeling as if they were part of
an academic team. On the surface, these
findings suggest validation and support for
using the Great Teachers Model. Yet,
priming (see Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1974)
may have been a factor in participant
comments within the qualitative portion of
the retreat evaluation and survey because the
quantitative questions focused on teaching
strategies and making connections. Priming
suggests that exposure to one stimulus will
influence the response to another stimulus
(Bargh & Chartrand, 2000). Participants had
responded to multiple questions regarding
both areas in the quantitative portion of the
evaluation survey. Thus, they may have been
primed to focus on those areas during the
qualitative portion of the study. Future
studies should be sensitive to priming effects
to determine if participants address these
categories on their own without previous
exposure to the topics. If participants
identified these areas without the influence of
priming, findings may reflect stronger
agreement among participants.

This case study focused on a specific
approach to adjunct faculty development.
Additional research could employ the use of
focus groups to discuss participant
experiences and perceptions, how to improve
exposure to new teaching strategies, and
institutional connections. Future research
could also explore similarities and
differences based on faculty demographics
(such as new faculty compared to seasoned
faculty, gender differences, disciplinary
differences, and so forth). These differences
may inform and perhaps lead to revisions in
how the model might be better adapted to
different adjunct faculty groups. Finally,
although this is a case study focusing on a
specific approach to faculty development for
adjunct instructors, more data could be
gathered to get a better sense of how the
intricacies of the model could be
strengthened to promote and facilitate
professional development training in
multiple contexts, perhaps beyond academia.

As with any study, this one is not without its
limitations. A significant limitation is the
reliance of self-report data immediately
following the event. Because findings are

Conclusion
As institutions of higher education worldwide continue to weave adjunct faculty into
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the fabric of their organizations, the
importance of their professional development
cannot be overstated. Many courses taught
by adjunct faculty are general education
and/or introductory courses that include
numerous first- and second-year students
whose success and retention rely on effective
pedagogical practices. In a climate focused
on student success, it is imperative that the
adjunct faculty who interact with these
students understand the teaching and learning
process, good teaching practices, and
methods to increase student engagement in
the classroom. Professional development, in
any form, should provide opportunities for
and create greater mindfulness of the
teaching and learning process, which “helps
to create more intentional teaching
processes” (Saginaw Valley State University,

2014, p. 1). A participant-centered model
based on the Great Teachers approach is one
faculty development initiative that provides
these experiences in a way that facilitates
university teaching success for adjunct
faculty.
Adjunct faculty are here to stay, and as such,
should be recognized and valued as
professional colleagues and integrated into
the college community. When adjunct
faculty develop stronger instructional
competencies and a sense of belonging to a
teaching community, they become a capable
force in achieving and maintaining the
teaching missions and reputations of
institutions of higher education world-wide.
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Appendix A: Adjunct Retreat Survey
Demographic Questions
1.
How many years have you taught as an adjunct at Western University?
2.
Please select the college in which you do the majority of your adjunct teaching.
3.
Please list the department(s) for which you do your adjunct teaching.
4.
I have attended the adjunct retreat in the past.
Format Questions: Please select the degree to which you agree with the following statements in regard to the new
format for the retreat. For the purposes of these questions, the new format refers to adjuncts interacting with each
other and with facilitators while the previous format refers to keynote speakers with break-out sessions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This format helped my learning more than the previous format.
This format enhanced my teaching effectiveness more than the previous format.
This format helped me connect with other adjuncts more than the previous format.
This format helped me connect with at least one full-time faculty member more than the previous
format.
This retreat helped me feel more connected to the Western University community than the previous
format.
I prefer this format over the previous format.

Connection Questions: Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the impact of the
Adjunct Retreat on helping you connect with other faculty.
1.
2.

The adjunct retreat provided me with an opportunity to network and connect with other adjunct
instructors.
The adjunct retreat provided me with an opportunity to network and connect with at least one full –time
faculty member.
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3.
4.
5.

The adjunct retreat strengthened my connections to the institution.
As a result of participating in this retreat, I feel like I am part of a teaching community.
This retreat helped me feel connected to the Western University community.

Instruction & Pedagogy Questions: Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the
impact of the Adjunct Retreat on your pedagogy.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I experienced a variety of pedagogical strategies through my participation in today’s event.
I learned new teaching strategies that I can use immediately in my classroom.
I learned new skills that I can use to improve my teaching.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to increase student-faculty contact.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to increase cooperation among students.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to encourage active learning.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to implement prompt feedback.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to increase student time on task.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to communicate high expectations.
At this retreat, I learned strategies to respect diverse talents and ways of learning.
Identify at least one new strategy that you can use immediately in your teaching as a result of this event.

Additional Open-Ended Questions
1.
Tell us about your best experience at this event.
2.
What suggestions do you have to improve other events like this in the future?
3.
What tools or support do you need to be successful as an adjunct instructor at Western University?
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Abstract: We describe three major challenges that teachers of STEM subjects face in their
preparation and practice. Then, we discuss how technology could become a vehicle for providing
timely and content-related support. To this end, we suggest a theoretical framework, which builds
on the works of Vygotsky, Shulman, and Mishra and Koehler. Specifically, we use the notion of
zone of proximal development to accentuate educators’ professional growth and ideas from the
activity theory to put educators’ deliberate actions and learning in the wider context of peer
learning. Then, we use this framework to describe two professional learning models, each from a
different STEM field. This paper will be of interest to STEM educators and facilitators of
professional learning activities, as well as developers of education technology resources.
Key words: STEM teachers, professional development, education technology

Introduction

encourage creativity, critical thinking, and
other soft skills, even if it means a reduced
emphasis on the development of contentspecific skills and abilities, are especially
taxing for new teachers (British Columbia
Ministry of Education, 2015; Kennedy, 2016;
OECD 2016a). These ongoing curricular
reform
fluctuations
have
significant
implications for students, parents, and of
course, teachers (Cuban, 1990; Fullan, 2007).

The 21st Century Challenges
In the second decade of the 21st century,
mathematics and science teachers and
teacher-educators faced tough challenges.
The first challenge is a growing
dissatisfaction of the general public and the
governments with the mathematics and
science education in our public schools.
While governments ask for improved student
scores on international assessments and for
skills adequate for future workplace, media
and parents ask for back-to-basics (OECD,
2016a, 2016b). The rapidly changing
demands for teachers, oscillating between the
calls for back-to-basics and improved scores
on standardized testing versus the calls to
incorporate inquiry-based learning and

This problem is exacerbated by the second
challenge—the growing diversity of the
student population and the limited
opportunities modern families have for
supporting the academic studies of their
children outside of school. It happens for
many reasons, including parents’ increased
work commitment, their limited academic
background or language proficiency, or the
21
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lack of parents’ familiarity with the school
curricular demands (Milner-Bolotin, 2017).
While this challenge has implications for all
school subjects, mathematics and science are
especially affected (Van der Zalm, 2010).
These subjects have a hierarchical structure
and require a solid foundation, dedication,
significant time investment, and appreciation
from both students and parents.

Columbia Ministry of Education, 2015;
Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014, 2016),
teachers must refocus their assessment
practices and reconsider how they evaluate
student learning outcomes (Milner-Bolotin &
Moll, 2008).

The third challenge is related to the
emergence of the science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) field.
With the blurring of the subject and discipline
boundaries, mathematics and science are now
often placed under the STEM education
umbrella, whereby teachers are expected to
be able to draw curricular connections
between the subjects. This challenge is even
more critical in the countries like Finland, in
which the curriculum integration is a
compulsory part of the new curriculum
(Niemelä & Tirri, 2018). Without proper
support, this expectation is certain to get
teachers out of their pedagogical comfort
zone.

In order to address these challenges, teachers
need ample support in the form of
mentorship, accessible teaching communities
of practice, and ongoing PD. However, in
many developed countries teachers still have
limited access to ongoing and on-demand PD,
such that is relevant to their contexts, local
curricula, pedagogical and technological
innovations they are trying to implement, and
personal needs. There is ample research
evidence that the traditional practice of an
intermittent and piecemeal PD is ineffective
(Darling-Hammond, Hyler, & Gardner, 2017,
Fullan, 2011; Opfer & Pedder, 2011; Phillips,
2014; Smylie, 2014; Trust, Krutka, &
Carpenter, 2016; Wei, Darling-Hammond, &
Adamson, 2010). In this practice, the teachers
spend a handful of PD days a year outside of
their classrooms participating in activities
imposed by their administration. Beyond
these sporadic PD days where they can meet
and discuss with their peers, teachers often
work in isolation getting limited mentorship
or support for implementing these
educational innovations in their classrooms.
With the current climate of reduced
educational funding in Canada and
elsewhere, it would be unrealistic to expect
that teachers’ access to relevant face-to-face
PD opportunities will improve dramatically
in the near future.

The Need for Different PD and the
Potential of Technology

The implications of these challenges on
teacher
education
and
professional
development (PD) are still unclear (BenDavid Kolikant, Martinovic, & MilnerBolotin, 2019; also see OECD, n.d., 2030
project). Moreover, with the rapidly changing
K-12 STEM-related curricula around the
world, inclusion of new subjects and subject
areas such as computer science, computer
programming,
robotics,
environmental
science, computer modelling, and technology
education, mathematics and science teachers
may be expected to teach less familiar content
and use pedagogical approaches that they did
not have a chance to experience as students
(Liberman, Ben-David Kolikant, & Beeri,
2012; Martinovic & Manizade, 2014;
Martinovic & Zhang, 2012). Because the
latest curricula also put more emphasis on
competency-based assessment (e.g., British

The persistent failure to address these
challenges has motivated us to examine the
role of modern educational technology in
providing meaningful PD for teachers.
Despite the proliferation of digital technology
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in everyday life and in schools and its
increased social value, these novel tools are
yet to be utilized deliberately to enhance
STEM teacher PD (Milner-Bolotin, 2016;
OECD, 2016a). In fact, the success of
innovative PD programs in the 21st century
depends on different factors. These factors
include but are not limited to teachers:
(1) ability to benefit from online
collaborative PD forums; (2) mastery of
the variety of problem-solving strategies
for resolving conflicts related to their
local school environment; and (3) prior
conceptions about teaching and learning,
and the compatibility of these concepts
with
the
reformed
instructional
pedagogy. (Russell & Schneiderheinze,
2005, p. 38)

Shankar, 2016), this aspect is difficult to
accomplish.
What Do 21st Century Teachers Need to
Know?
Nowadays, it is widely accepted that all
workers should be critical thinkers and
problem solvers; team players and
collaborators; technology users, and selfdirected and lifelong learners (Partnership for
21st Century Skills, 2006). Additionally,
educators need to be role models as creative
and flexible thinkers; seekers of emergent
possibilities; reflective and informed
practitioners,
who
continually
plan,
implement, assess, and innovate (Literacy
and Numeracy Secretariat, 2010). In this
context, being informed practitioner means
knowing the subject and being well-informed
in the educational advancements and
curricula.

Russell and Schneiderheinze (2005) observed
four teachers who “had the same amount of
technology, software and hardware, and the
same amount of previous [technology]
training” (p. 42). The authors found that each
teacher approached and benefitted from
online PD in a unique way. Some reasons for
such a variety were internal, such as having
“differing beliefs about the learning potential
resulting from the unit [and] differing abilities
to collaborate and problem-solve as
innovators”; while some were external, such
as dealing with “differing context issues” (p.
42) at their workplace. However, the
commonality was that none of the teachers
used the online environment to its full
potential, neither for collaborating with peers
nor for working with students. The
researchers recommended that teachers’ prior
experiences with technology, local school
community, and pedagogical conceptions
must be taken into account in developing any
similar program. Although the research
evidence supports the claim that the most
promising innovations that strive to improve
teaching do so by improving collaboration
and peer learning between teachers (Fullan,
2011; Winthrop, McGivney, Williams, &

Beijaard, Verloop, and Vermunt (2000)
described teachers’ professional identity as a
blend of three aspects: subject-matter
expertise, pedagogical expertise, and
didactical expertise. Compared to secondary
school teachers, who are most often subjectmatter specialists, elementary school teachers
are for the most part generalists making
development of this aspect of professional
identity particularly difficult. This issue was
raised by Shulman (1986) more than three
decades ago when he pointed out to the
missing paradigm problem that is especially
prevalent among elementary school teachers.
The second aspect, pedagogical expertise
(Beijaard et al., 2000), relates to the ideas of
how people learn and what pedagogical
approaches
could
facilitate
their
developmental trajectories. The third aspect,
didactical expertise, relates to knowing how
to assist learning of the specific subject (i.e.,
pedagogical content knowledge [PCK];
Shulman, 1986). However, it has been well
established that teachers benefit less from
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receiving prescribed knowledge, as compared
to personalized approach from someone who
knows what the teachers are experiencing and
who can make the PD relevant to them. The
teachers appreciate guidance on the
enactment of the content knowledge, a format
that yet has to be adopted across the system
as the PD programs still largely address
general pedagogical prescriptive issues, while
paying less attention to the subject-specific
pedagogical knowledge and teachers’
intellectual engagement (Kennedy, 2016;
Phillips, 2014).

and the general pedagogical knowledge (PK).
The PCK was later expanded to include the
knowledge of educational technologies,
technological knowledge (TK), thus
morphing into the TPCK (Mishra & Koehler,
2006). The latter framework separates the CK
(i.e., the knowledge of specific STEM
disciplines) from the knowledge of how these
subjects could be taught in the K-12 context
(PCK), and the knowledge of how technology
could be used to enhance student learning of
the discipline in the context (TPCK). While
CK is usually acquired by future teachers
during their undergraduate studies, PCK and
TPCK develop during teacher education and
different forms of professional lifelong
learning.

A Novel Theoretical Framework for
Teacher Professional Growth with
Technology
The theoretical framework suggested here
builds upon Milner-Bolotin’s (2016)
framework termed deliberate pedagogical
thinking with technology (DPTwT). The
DPTwT highlights the role of educational
technologies in the initial development of
physics teachers’ professional knowledge. It
relies on the notions of technological
pedagogical content knowledge [TPCK]
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006) and the zone of
proximal development [ZPD] (Vygotsky,
1978). To these, we added aspects of activity
theory, which enabled us to extend the
DPTwT beyond the intended physics
teachers’ professional knowledge to include
the mathematics and science with technology.

Zone of Proximal Development
Soviet psychologist Lev Vygotsky (18961934) noticed that children have a potential to
learn more when they are supported by peers
or adults. He called the difference between
what children can do unassisted and what
they can do while assisted, as ZPD. To take a
full advantage of one’s ZPD and to expand
one’s knowledge and skills, the social
environment should provide scaffolds of
learning.
In the literature, the concept of ZPD was
extended to any learning situation, as well as
to “the training of adults to learn complex
tasks frequently encountered in the use of
information systems” (Verenikina, 2003, p.
6). Holzman (2006) noted that “unlike young
children, adults need the added support of
conceptual learning, of stepping back and
abstracting the ‘lessons learned’ from …
experiential learning activities” (p. 21). This
is especially relevant for teachers, who must
always learn, update and question their
knowledge, interact with others in the field,
and continuously reflect on their practice. The
view of ever-evolving mastery of teaching
and the importance of a community in

Technological Pedagogical Content
Knowledge
During the last half a century, education
researchers have suggested multiple
conceptual
frameworks
to
describe
professional knowledge of teachers. It started
with Shulman (1986) who proposed that
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) is
what distinguishes teachers from other
professionals. The PCK is a combination of
the subject-specific content knowledge (CK)
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becoming and being an effective teacher is
situated in Vygotsky’s ideas:
Vygotsky saw human growth as a
cultural activity that people engage in
together, rather than as the external
manifestation of an individualized,
internal process or the lawful pattern of
responses to external stimuli. Growth
and transformation don’t happen to us;
we create them. In both his research and
theorizing, Vygotsky presented a new
methodology for understanding human
life as lived, with a particular focus on
child development, learning and teaching
as collaborative, creative, cultural
activities of continuous transformation.
(Holzman, 2006, pp. 9–10; emphasis in
original)

Deliberate Pedagogical Thinking with
Technology
The notion of continuous transformation
through collaborative learning and teaching
activities (Holzman, 2006) is the crux of the
DPTwT (see Figure 1). It was originally
developed to describe the growth of TPCK
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006) of science teachers
as a result of their engagement with
educational technologies and other educators.
It used the ZPD (Vygotsky, 1978) to
emphasize the role of peers in professional
learning and define the teacher ZPD (T-ZPD)
as the gap between what a teacher has already
mastered (the actual level of development, as
expressed by their current TPCK) and what
they can achieve when provided with
opportunities to collaborate with peers and
more experienced educators. Through
collaboration, teachers’ TPCK can grow
much more effectively than had they worked
in isolation.

Figure 1. DPTwT framework (Milner-Bolotin, 2016)
The DPTwT framework is built on five major
assumptions about the multi-faceted nature of
teachers’ knowledge for teaching; it is
1. based on PCK (Shulman, 1986),
knowledge of psychology and of the
science of learning, as well as on
pedagogically sound use of modern
technologies;

2. subject- and context-specific, thus,
elementary and secondary teachers might
possess different kinds of knowledge, and
the same can be said about teachers from
different subject areas, cultures or
geographic areas;
3. continually
evolving‒
teachers’
professional knowledge can grow and
expand during their careers, but it also can
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diminish (or die) if they stop learning.
Aligned with Carol Dweck’s (2006) idea
of growth mindset, teachers are foremost
learners whose professional knowledge
can thrive in a supportive learning
environment;
4. acquired through academic studies,
professional practice, reflection, and
collaboration with colleagues, students,
and parents; and
5. necessary but insufficient for successful
teaching practice, as it has to be coupled
with
appropriate
attitudes
and
dispositions that comprise educator’s
teaching philosophy.

Extending the DPTwT Framework
The extended DPTwT framework is the result
of our analysis of the original DPTwT
components, based on which we revised the
original diagram (see Figure 2). It is
important to mention that while this
framework was initially applied to STEM
teacher education, it can be applied to other
subjects. We identified four aspects, which
need to be considered in planning and
executing PD programs. These are (a)
focusing on specific types of technologies, (b)
focusing on growth of TPCK, (c) balancing
TPCK components, and (d) creating
supportive environments.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Extended DPTwT framework focuses on the growth of TPCK through peer
collaboration in a technology-supported community of practice; (b) different facets of teacher
professional knowledge grow at different rates causing the overlap (TPCK) to grow as well.

Focusing on specific types of technologies.
To avoid danger of bringing too many
different kinds of technologies under the
unified technology umbrella, we consider as
especially relevant the subject-specific
technologies, such as calculators, computers,
and digital sensors, as well as communication
technologies, such as computer networks.
While the former may be used synchronously
in individual or group work, the latter ones

also allow for asynchronous exchange of
information and collaboration at distance.
Consequently, the extended DPTwT
framework considers technology as both a
tool that can support teachers in deliberately
promoting student learning, using subjectspecific technologies, such as GeoGebra or
PhET, and as tools that can promote teacher
collaboration and PD (through Skype, Google
Hangouts, social media tools, etc.).
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Focusing on growth of TPCK. Each of the
teacher professional knowledge facets (CK,
PK, and TK) can grow at different rates, but
as they grow, it is important to ensure that the
overlap between them‒the TPCK grows as
well. Our experience tells us that the
boundaries of each facet of teacher
professional knowledge are porous, which
signifies that in a professional learning
situation it is almost impossible to address
one kind of knowledge without affecting the
others. Partially, the problem lies in the
TPCK framework, for which the validation
studies suggest “that measuring each of [the
subdomains, e.g., PK, CK, and TCK] is
complicated and convoluted, potentially due
to the notion that they are not separate”
(Archambault & Barnett, 2010, p. 1556).
Additionally, teachers are required and
known to be reflective individuals who relate
every situation to their teaching practice. For
example, the PD event may discuss
assessment and working with specific
populations of students (e.g., children with
special needs) without having an explicit
intent to expand the knowledge of the
discipline (CK). However, with the increase
of the PCK, there will be some positive
effects on the understanding of concepts as
well. Alternatively, the workshop facilitator
may use technology during the workshop to
demonstrate how children learn using it, and
although the TK is not a target, the teachers’
TCK will be increased, which will positively
affect their TK. Of course, that does not mean
that any PD with technology would do.

should be dealt with to some extent.
However, this would only work if the PD
facilitators address the TPCK, while
consistently:
• using non-trivial examples from the
discipline that are clearly related to the
curriculum. Using trivial examples, as it
is often done, will not only fail to increase
one’s CK, but will be de-motivating; the
same goes to using examples that are too
difficult or those that are far-removed
from the curriculum;
• using various kinds of up-to-date
technology that is available to teachers
and students. For example, using free
smartphone apps or software that teachers
and students have free access to (Maciel,
2015);
• attempting to match pedagogy with
technology and content. Failing to do so
has negative consequences. For example,
insisting on individual work and
preventing students to work in groups,
does not align with the best practices to
learn mathematics and does not use the
advantages of collaborative technologies
available in schools.
Creating supportive environments. To
provide adequate scaffolds through a
collaborative
and
technology-based
professional learning, the extended DPTwT
framework borrows from Engeström’s (1987)
version of the activity theory, which included
the components of community, division of
labor, and rules (see Figure 3). It emphasized
that the professional learning is an activity
that uses the intelligence of others—evident
in tools, discourse, and communal supports—
as a lifeline.

Balancing TPCK components. With the
idea that teachers’ PD should address TPCK,
and take into account the educators’ and
children’s needs, each of the CK, PK, and TK
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Figure 3. Engeström’s (1987) model applied on a supportive professional learning environment.
The upper triangle of Figure 3 can present the
activity of individual teachers, which results
in their increased TPCK (i.e., the outcome).
Teachers’ growth is mediated by the tools
they use, as Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy
(1999) stated, “tools mediate or alter the
nature of human activity and, when
internalised, influence humans’ mental
development” (p. 66–67). Tools could be
material objects but also symbols, signs,
images,
language,
and
technology
(Martinovic, Freiman, & Karadag, 2013). The
lower part of the triangle represents activity
as influenced by interactions with peers,
students, parents, administrators, and the
society at large. The rules include the policies
and the curricula. The arrows exemplify
relationships and influences. Edwards (2007)
pointed out that “new forms of [professional]
practice are being required which call for a
capacity to work with other practitioners and
draw on resources that may be distributed
across systems to support professional
actions” (p. 1). Edwards called this capacity
relational agency and defined it:

As a capacity [relational agency] can be
learnt and elicited in different situations.
It is not embedded in existing
relationships and carefully designed
pedagogic
zones
of
proximal
development but may emerge in both
formal and informal settings and with
people who are known and as yet
unknown. It allows us to work with
others in pursuit of ever expanding
objects and to explore the possibilities
that these new objects reveal. (p. 6)
In summary, the extended DPTwT
framework views teacher knowledge as
evolving through collaboration with peers,
mediated by the use of technologies. This
extended framework also emphasizes
different dimensions of teachers’ knowledge
and their overlaps that contribute to the
formation of this very specialized
professional knowledge, in our case—the
knowledge for teaching STEM subjects (see
Figure 2).
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Using Extended DPTwT Framework to
Examine Learning in the Existing
Teacher Education and PD Models

to know and feel comfortable with each other,
identify each other’s strengths and
weaknesses, and feel open to reaching out and
collaborating. Thus, it becomes a mediating
tool for supporting peer learning through
collaboration.

In this section, we introduce two PD models
with educators teaching STEM subjects and
analyze them using the extended DPTwT
framework.

Second, this technology-enabled learning
community of teachers opens opportunities
for identifying and expanding different facets
of knowledge for teaching of individual
educators through utilizing their individual TZPD. Some teachers in the program have
extensive PK, CK, or PCK, while others
might have more knowledge of technologies
and their pedagogical applications.

UBC Online M.Ed. in Science Education
Program
The University of British Columbia offers an
online M.Ed. in Science Education program
(UBC Faculty of Education, 2019). The
program has been designed as a sustained PD
opportunity for practicing K-12 teachers of
science in order to bridge educational
research and practice, while engaging
teachers in an education community
facilitated by university educators and
researchers. Its courses are limited to 20
participants in order to create a vibrant online
community. The program also operates in a
cohort form and usually takes two years and
one semester to complete, as most of the
participants are also part-time or full-time
educators and are not expected to take more
than two online courses per term. In addition
to completing all the coursework, the
participants must write a graduating paper or
create an online portfolio reflecting how the
theoretical knowledge they acquired in the
program could enhance their professional
practice.

Third, having elementary and secondary
educators in one cohort opens opportunities
for collaboration on science education that
rarely happen, as these teachers traditionally
have limited communication with each other.
All the courses in the program emphasize
collaboration and reflection, while providing
educators with many opportunities to
experience educational technologies as
learners, reflect on them as teachers, and
attempt to implement them in their own
classrooms, as practitioners (Milner-Bolotin,
Fisher, & MacDonald, 2013). This facilitates
the growth of different aspects of teachers’
professional knowledge.
Fourth, this online program invites the
participants to experience various educational
technologies in the context relevant to their
own teaching, collaborate and learn from and
with each other, and provide and receive
feedback from peers and the course
instructors (Milner-Bolotin, 2015). This
approach deliberately aims at utilizing
teachers’ T-ZPD for the purpose of growth of
their professional knowledge. It is especially
important, as the program includes
experienced as well as relatively new
teachers, so both groups can benefit from
online collaboration.

This program uses educational technology in
multiple ways. First, it uses it to create a
collaborative learning environment for
teachers who are located in different parts of
the country and could not have met face-toface. Collaboration is supported by an online
course management platform, while utilizing
online collaboration tools such as Collaborate
Ultra, Google Hangouts, Skype, etc. The
focus on creating a community of learners is
deliberate. Technology helps teachers to get
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Finally, the courses in the program examine
research methods in education, science
teaching and learning with technology,
design and evaluation of technologyenhanced science learning environments, as
well as specific educational technologies and
educational assessment (Milner-Bolotin,
2016). The choice of courses allows program
facilitators to capitalize on teachers’ strength
and help address their weaknesses. For
example, one of the courses titled,
Mathematics and Science Teaching and
Learning through Technologies, invites
teachers to experience different educational
technologies and design relevant technologybased PD events they can implement in their
schools.

context in which each elementary school was
required to have 1-3 Math Leads tasked with
supporting their peers in delivering
curriculum content.
There were three rounds of The Math Pod
each lasting four weeks. More than 800
participants signed up for the sessions. The
online environment and multimedia materials
mediated the exploration of carefully selected
ideas for teaching mathematics. The labour
was distributed between the facilitators who
run the segments, interviewed guests, posted
materials, and maintained the project website;
guests who answered questions and offered
supports; and participants who tweeted their
classroom examples, asked questions, or
provided advice and feedback. The
researchers worked in the background,
collecting data to inform the next round of
this or other similar PD and to create
summaries of activities for the project
website. Relational agency of all was elicited,
as this type of PD would not work without
those involved having “capacity to offer
support and to ask for support from others”
(Edwards, 2007, p.1).

In summary, technology is used deliberately
throughout the M.Ed. in Science Education
program to promote pedagogies suitable for
active engagement of graduate students and,
along, modeling active engagement of
students in elementary and secondary schools
(Milner-Bolotin,
2016).
Continuous
reflection, feedback from peers and multiple
iterations of the assignments, as well as using
technology for enabling ongoing teacher
collaboration, facilitate the evolution of
teachers’ professional knowledge for
teaching science (Milner-Bolotin, 2019).

Overall, the educators positively evaluated
contribution of The Math Pod to their
learning, especially to their understanding of
how to learn and teach mathematics. On
average, the participants agreed with the
statement, “I feel that the Math Pod activities
made me more ‘intentional’ in my teaching
and/or leadership of mathematics” (Donsky
& Martinovic, 2018).

Online Professional Learning of
Mathematics in Ontario
In 2017-2018, the Ontario Ministry of
Education personnel (most of whom were
previously
in
the
leadership
and
administrative positions in their districts) led
the educators’ professional learning of
mathematics in a program called, The Math
Pod. They used social media (e.g., on-line
radio program, project website, and Twitter;
Brown, 2012) to create opportunities for
professional “learning and knowing as
situated, social, and distributed” (Putnam &
Borko, 2000, p.5). This was done in the

Modern Technology Contributions to
Teaching as Viewed through DPTwT
Framework Lens
The two examples provided above emphasize
the role technologies could have in the
educators’ continuous professional learning.
In the era of reforms and limited funds to
support PD, using online opportunities for
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formal (e.g., UBC online MEd in Science
Education program) or informal professional
learning (e.g., The Math Pod), is both costeffective and suitable. For Westera (2005),
the only option in which education could
“meet the continually changing needs of
society [is through] sensible application of
new technologies” (p. 35). However, how
can teacher educators do that? Achieving this
task is not easy. Education practices are still
for the most part intrinsically conservative,
traditionally following a business model of
“one man shops” (Westera, 2005). Teachers
tend to work in isolation and behind the
closed classroom doors. These isolationoriented practices stifle innovation and are
counterproductive with respect to the DPTwT
(Milner-Bolotin, 2016) framework.

beginning of the process before figuring out
how to engage in the best way that fits their
preferences. One educator wrote
I found it extremely difficult to keep
track of all the options, email, and
newsletters.
I
would
prefer
communication from one source with all
information in one resource. I feel that a
1 hour/week commitment turned into
several hours over different days/time
which I was unable to attend. As a result,
I felt ‘out of the loop’ and disconnected
from the process. …. I’m struggling with
the work flow of Twitter. In order to add
this to my day, I will have to remove
something else. I’m not sure of the value
of having people retweet my ideas or me
retweeting others’ ideas. It can be
flattering but I cannot say that anything
that I have read on Twitter has changed
my practice.

Also, we should be mindful that more does
not automatically mean better. For example,
the Ontario professional learning experience
prior to The Math Pod utilized a variety of the
latest technological options (e.g., a live radio
show and its podcasted recordings; Twitter; a
book and its Facebook study group; items
posted on the Google+ Groups; personal and
collaborative blogs; quad blogs; and a
newsletter) encouraging
a. open online conversations on multiple
platforms,
b. documentation of learning shared openly
in multiple formats, and
c. scaffolded access to artefacts of learning
through a single open access point (a
website).

Despite these criticisms, most of the
participating educators were satisfied with the
overall learning experience, and 75% said
that in the future they intend to participate in
the similar professional learning. In their
feedback, they suggested trimming the
number of online features and concentrating
on the most efficient ones. They mentioned
that they learned how to use some
technologies (e.g., blogs), but because of the
intensity of communication and the number
of online options, they felt intimidated to use
these new features. They did not express the
need to gain new technological skills, but
rather to use those that provide the highest
reward in terms of extending their PCK. One
educator suggested to “include video
conferencing options for on-line learning
[being able to see the speakers in the radio
show] or being on-line with a particular group
of learners at a pre-arranged time,” while
another expressed a need for “more practical
resources to use. Coaching scenarios.
Vignettes. Getting at real problems teachers
are facing.” While they could not address all

Sixteen out of 35 educators who completed
the online exit survey reported having hard
time to participate in activities. The
respondents claimed to have spent on average
2.9 hours per week on this project (min = 1.5
h, max = 8 h). Many reported being
challenged with using online technologies,
and specifically navigating the many options
that were provided to them. A group of
educators advanced that they were lost at the
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the feedback in The Math Pod that followed,
the facilitators provided a smaller variety of
features (i.e., live radio show accompanied
with Twitter chats, and followed by reflective
blogging), but encouraged their use by all.

participants interested making sure they
extend their ZPD. Sometimes providing extra
activities (both advanced and simpler) may
help but also not trying to challenge the
audience in all three—PK, CK, and TK—at
the same time. Instead, being very intentional
in diversifying activities so that in one
session, participants practice a progressive
PK, while using the CK and TK at their
comfort level; while in the next session, they
engage in the activity extending their CK,
while utilizing known PK and TK, and so on.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The potential of technology to support online
professional learning and peer networks is
well established. Preparing and supporting
teachers who are ready and willing to take
advantage of the 21st century opportunities to
succeed in the current reality of increased
expectations and frequent reforms is
challenging; technology could be better used
by educators in both micro (e.g., classrooms),
meso (e.g., school-wide), and macro (e.g.,
province-wide or even country-wide)
applications. To address both old and new
challenges, teacher educators and PD
organizers could provide both formal and
informal professional learning options to
teachers, using the extended DPTwT as a
beacon. The extended DPTwT combines
several powerful theories in order to show
how these programs could be structured and
researched.

Online communication and access to online
repositories of educational resources should
be utilized to provide just-in-time support for
teachers and teacher educators. Teachers are
very busy and may need support in order to
consider and adopt teaching methods they did
not experience as students. Therefore,
combining the educational materials (e.g.,
lesson plans, instructions) and video
testimonials from those who used them with
vignettes from the classrooms, as well as
discussion forums/Twitter feeds might be
very helpful to provide both informational
and emotional support to teachers. After all,
success in supporting STEM (and other)
educators in the era of frequent curriculum
reforms, intensified globalization, and
breakthroughs in science and technology will
require more work on extending their
relational agency (Edwards, 2007). We call
on teacher educators to consider how we can
address contemporary educational challenges
through creative use of technology in STEM
teacher
education
and
professional
development.

The PD organizers should take into account
their audiences and be deliberate in selecting
not only activities but technologies as well. If
the goal is to spread out the message, to
inform, the most commonly used technology,
such as Twitter, may be appropriate. If the
goal is to gain a pedagogical or contentrelated skill, employing the technology that
all can have access to and a good portion of
participants have experienced at some point,
is suitable. This will allow for more
experienced peers to guide the newbies,
whose ZPD will extend. Those in supporting
roles will extend their T-ZPD because they
will be providing scaffolds to others,
sometimes in a similar way as to their
students. Facilitators will have to differentiate
activities and technologies to keep their
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ENACTING THE EDUCATIONAL WORLD IN COMPASSION: A REFLECTION AND
POSITIONING OF HOW TO TEACH AND LEARN THE ART OF COMPASSION

Augustine Parattukudi
Lakehead University, Canada

Abstract: This reflective position paper explores teaching and learning of compassion in
educational institutions following the theory of enaction proposed by Varela, Thompson, and
Rosch (2016). In the enactive view, information processing and cognition are situated in the
dynamic relationship between the embodied organism and its environment. Following such a
theoretical premise, the paper reviews the stories of two compassionate educators to propose that
they enact their teaching space, indirectly transforming it into a learning space of universal
compassion. A new model of teaching and learning of compassion, namely, the enactive modelling
through non-egocentric responsiveness-embedded stories is suggested through the paper. The
study utilizes the multimodal discourse analysis methodology for the investigation of the proposed
model.
Keywords: compassion, enaction, groundlessness, enactive compassion

Introduction

874). Darwin viewed compassion as the
“strongest of human's evolved instincts” (as
cited in Goetz et al., 2010, p. 354). In the
earliest Buddhist tradition, the Sanskrit word
anukampa (comes from the prefix anu
[alongside] and kamp [to tremble]) stood for
compassion (Shogo, 2015), and the
subsequent Buddhist traditions replaced it
with the word karuna [both in Pali and in
Sanskrit] (Kristeller & Johnson, 2005).

The Latin word for compassion, compassio
comes from two root words, namely com,
meaning “with,” and pati meaning “suffer”
(Barad, 2007 p. 12). Together these words
will mean “to suffer with”. The words—
empathy, caring, sympathy—are related to
the word compassion, but what keeps the
word compassion unique is “its intrinsic
motion-generated effect” (Schantz, 2007, p.
51), which compels a person to act to
alleviate suffering. Goetz, Keltner, and
Simon-Thomas (2010) defined compassion
“as the feeling that arises in witnessing
another's suffering, and that motivates a
subsequent desire to help” (p. 351). A similar
definition is in Nussbaum (2001), who has an
elaborate explication of compassion
following the Aristotelian tradition of pity.
Lilius, Worline, Dutton, Kanov, and Maitlis
(2011) defined “compassion capability as the
reliable capacity of members of a collective
to notice, feel, and respond to suffering” (p.

The Western philosophical exploration of
compassion has been formulated in a
dualistic worldview of the self and the other
and is considered a self-centred emotion
(Carr, 1999; Parattukudi & Melville, 2019).
When appraisal of another by the
compassionate subject is the basis for
compassion, it can be biased, ill-informed,
and influenced by the environment or
presentation of the object. Such compassion
can be narrow or wide according to the
preference of the compassionate subject.
When compassion depends on the presenting
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picture of the individual object, it causes
grades of compassion and fading of
compassion (Västfjäll, Slovic, Mayorga, &
Peters, 2014) from a friend to foe and
neighbor to the stranger. Compassion
conceived in this manner may provoke us to
agree with the critiques of compassion for
whom it is not a reliable moral construct and
not good for teaching and learning (Batson,
Klein, Highberger, & Shaw, 1995; Verducci,
2000). However, from a wider Buddhist
understanding of karuna (Sanskrit word for
compassion), compassion is both unlimited
and universal. Considering that as non-self,
living beings do not have substantial
permanent selves but rather are impermanent
products of conditions. Thus, all beings are
suffering and that is the interdependent
ground of compassion/karuna (Analayo,
2015; Makransky, 2012). The individual
appraisal will not affect the quality of karuna
as karuna is a product arising out of the
awareness of the nature of suffering. Hrincu
(2017) stated that in Aristotelian view of pity,
“one's circle of moral regard” (p. 34) is just
limited to a small group. However, the
Buddhist understanding expands to every
living creature. Kupperman (1995) observed
that the “limited altruism” of the West has
deep roots to its philosophical construct of
“individualized self” (p. 131) and in contrast
Buddhism insists that the relationships (the
five aggregates‒Khanda) which makes the
perception of individual self (person) is
something that one must escape from to attain
nirvana (liberation). Schopenhauer (2005),
who was influenced by the Eastern
philosophy, considered that the Western
dualistic understanding is not helpful in
compassion. According to him compassion
overcomes the separation between self and
the other and helps one to perceive the other
as oneself. Against this background, the nonself-based compassion may be considered a
universalized emotion, as Mirguet (2017)
puts it, and this notion of compassion can be

confidently introduced in education and
research.
Buddhist tradition considers compassion
both as Buddha’s nature and as something
that can be cultivated through meditation
(Analayo, 2015). With the emergence of
Mahayana Buddhism, compassion came to
the center stage as a trainable experience.
Neuroscientific researches have shown that
compassion can be cultivated through
training and has had positive physiological
effects (Engström & Söderfeldt, 2010;
Klimecki, Leiberg, Lamm, & Singer, 2013;
Klimecki, Leiberg, Ricard, & Singer, 2014;
Lutz, Brefczynski-Lewis, Johnstone, &
Davidson, 2008; Pace et al., 2010; Weng et
al., 2013). Compassion training altered
altruistic behaviours and the activity in areas
of neural response to suffering (Weng et al.,
2013), and cognitively based compassion
training reduced salivary C-reactive protein
in foster care program adolescents (Pace et
al., 2010). Lutz et al. (2010) indicated
regulation of neural circuitry of emotion in
compassion meditation by experts as
compared to novices. Mongrain, Chin, and
Shapira (2011) studied the effect of
practicing compassion towards others for
one-week period with 719 participants who
were divided into a compassion group and
control group. The study revealed increased
happiness and decreased depressive
symptoms in the compassion group. The
benefits through compassion training and its
effects on amygdala can be transferred to the
non-meditative mental state in a person
(Desbordes et al., 2012). Many such neuroscientific experiments on compassion have
made use of the Buddhist meditative
practices in their study. Specifically, the
study conducted by Klimecki et al. (2013)
found that distinct, non-overlapping brain
regions are engaged during the empathic
response and compassionate response. In
their study, the subjects who showed
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empathic response stimulated a particular
area of the brain with negative affect and
similarly
subjects
who
exhibited
compassionate response had brain activity in
a different non overlapping area, which also
represented positive affect. They also
observed that training in compassion was
able to override the negative affect induced
by empathic distress.

or enacted through, the continuous
reciprocal interaction of the brain, the
body, and the world. (p. 14)
Begg (2013), in his attempt to introduce
enactivism in teaching and learning,
proposed that the idea of enactivism is
contradictory to the traditional ways of
teaching and learning and the separation
between the learner and the world. For Davis,
Sumara, and Kieren (1996) in the enactive
process the distinction between the learners
and learned are “mere conveniences” (p.
157), and they are co-emerging in the
process. The teacher and the students are
considered “part of their context (rather than
in a context)” (p.157), and learning is an act
of “bringing forth” (p. 158), which happens
within the enactive process. Sumara and
Davis (1997) following embodied cognition,
argued that learning is “occasioned” rather
than “caused” (p. 412). Accordingly, learning
“co-emerge with complex webs of
experience” (p. 412), and we cannot speak of
a particular direct outcome of any action.
Accordingly, Davis et al. (1996) said that this
way of understanding of learning refutes the
two assumptions regarding schooling,
namely: we can pre-define the skills and
attitudes that individuals need to be
successful in society and the assumption that
learning can be controlled to suite a particular
desired outcome. Many of our learning
happens at a non-conscious level as an
“emergent process” (Begg, 2013, p. 89) like
that in non-human beings. For them, learning
is not “coming to know” (p. 84) of the learner
and the learned; it aims at “co-solving and coimplicating” (p. 84).

My experiences as a mental health therapist
crossing over to the field of education with an
Eastern upbringing and Western higher
education facilitated a simultaneous
philosophical and pragmatical approach to
the teaching and learning of compassion. My
initial literature research on the phenomenon
of compassion (Parattukudi & Melville,
2019) together with my clinical experience
and study of compassionate presence paved
way for this reflective project. This reflective
positioning work incorporates clinical,
pedagogical experiences, and neurological
research on compassion with the latest
studies on cognition as embodied action or
enaction (Varela et al., 2016).
Enactivism in Teaching and Learning
Inspired by the phenomenology of the French
philosopher Marleau Ponty (1908-1961),
Varela et al. (2016) developed the theory of
enaction using the 1980 work of Maturana
and Varela on autopoiesis and the Buddhist
idea of codependent arising as elaborated in
their book. They stated that every organism
maintains its internal organization through
constant interaction with its environment or
world through sensorimotor and metabolic
requirements (Caracciolo, 2012). Colombetti
and Thompson (2008) summarized
In enactive approach, the human mind is
embodied in our entire organism and
embedded in the world, and hence is not
reducible to structures inside the head.
Meaning and experience are created by,

An Enactive View of Compassion
As explained by Varela et al. (2016) in the
enactive
philosophy,
compassion
is
contextualized in the circulatory movement
of cognition and experience, as two
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phenomenological axes of the same coin.
Cognition, as the “embodied action” or
“enaction” (pp. 172-180) shatters the myth of
absolutism or a pre-given state of affairs
through the introduction of groundlessness,
which propels the enactive process. The
doing away with the myth of absolutism can
cause possible disillusionment and threat of
another extreme position of nihilism.
Therefore, it necessitates a transformative
action rooted in groundlessness to perpetuate
the circulatory movement and face the
challenge of nihilism in existential lines. This
axis of experience is taken care of by
compassion as an embodiment of
groundlessness in a scientific culture. They
summarize the two phenomenological axes
of compassion in the following statement, "If
planetary thinking requires that we embody
the realization of groundlessness in scientific
culture, planetary building requires the
embodiment of concern for the other with
whom we enact a world” (Varela et al., 2016,
p. 245).

creating the whole. Di Paolo, Rohde, and De
Jaegher (2010) also hold a similar view that
in an enactive process, many parts together
does not create autonomy, rather it is the
resultant identity emerging out of interactions
happening in an operationally closed system.
According to Varela et al. (2016),
compassion “is not derived from an
axiomatic ethical system nor even from
pragmatic moral injunctions. It is completely
responsive to the needs of the particular
situation” (p. 248). According to them,
groundlessness is manifested by “nonegocentric responsiveness” (p. 252), and the
process needs to engage in a training of mind
in groundlessness of reality.
Beyond Teaching and Learning:
Discovery of Compassion in and Through
Enaction
According to Varela et al. (2016), the
awareness of “groundlessness as nonegocentric responsiveness” (p. 252) guides us
to connect with the other with whom “we
dependently co-originate” (p. 252). In the
final analysis, it appears to me that the nonegocentric
responsiveness
as
the
manifestation of groundlessness is the
doorway to the learning and teaching of
compassion. I would base my argument for
an enactive process in compassion training
on the discussion by Varela et al. (2016) that
the very nature of compassion is not predetermined but rather emerging responsive
“to the particularity and immediacy of lived
situations” (p. 250).

The enactive view of compassion was first
proposed in health care research by Halifax
(2012) who argued that compassion is an
emergent process, involving attentional,
sensory, and cognitive faculties, which are
interconnected and situated in and responsive
to the living context of a human person.
Halifax (2013) introduced the GRACE
protocol for training nurses and health care
professionals in compassion. GRACE stands
for gathering attention, recalling attention,
attuning to self/other, considering, and
engaging. Similar to several Buddhist
meditative practices, Halifax (2012) placed
the idea of groundlessness in the
intention/insight axis as a subject and object
in her model. As I understand, the
prescriptive approach of GRACE is
essentially a sequential learning and
experiencing project, which does not seem
enactive, rather gives a picture of many parts

According to the proposed enactive model of
compassion as graphically presented below,
in the emergent and dynamic process of
enactive modelling, the educators are
supposed to be exemplary through the
practice of modelling (Burack, Irby, Carline,
Root, & Larson, 1999; Conklin, 2008) and
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need to prefer real-life situation as it
facilitates better emotional attunement
(Hutto, Ilundain-Agurruza, & SanchezGarcia, 2015). Mutual participatory sensemaking (Varela et al., 2016) happens
between the teacher and student or students
through the use of “story worlds”
(Caracciolo,
2012,
p.
368)
with
“nonegocentric responsiveness” (Varela et
al., 2016, p. 252) as its content and prime
motivator, which is aimed at alleviating
suffering. Each story world emerges as a new
story
world
with
nonegocentric
responsiveness in content and action.
Nonegocentric responsiveness continues to

create content through the story world and it
in turn, brings forth nonegocentric
responsiveness. This continuous process of
mutual participatory sense-making can
involve new individuals and environments
continuously evolving and emerging as
autonomous systems. Learning and teaching
of compassion happen simultaneously within
the framework of a self-organized system of
mutual participatory sense-making, which is
operationally closed, meaning “whose
primary effect is its own sustained
production” (Di Paolo et al., 2010, p. 49).

Sense making
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Active
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Figure 1: Graphic presentation of enactive compassion in teaching and learning
(2010) spoke of “participatory sensemaking” (p. 71) as an extension of individual
sense-making in a social situation in an
enactive view. According to them, this is in
agreement with the five interrelated ideas of
the enactive approach, namely, “autonomy,
sensemaking, emergence, embodiment, and
experience” (p. 37). In the above given model
(Figure 1) a compassionate educator through
enactive modelling (explained below) using

In the enactive view, compassion is not a
single system experience but rather involves
mutual participatory sense-making of
multiple systems as explained by Rosch
(2016). The word mutual stands for a systembased experience; participatory refers to the
fact that individuals are actively participating
in creating a system that is changing; and
sense-making is the continuous emergence of
roles, values, and meanings. Di Paolo et al.
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the non-egocentric responsiveness embedded
stories (explained below) interacts with the
student who enters into it from a passive nonego centric responsiveness state. The student
re-enacts and re-creates the story-world
brought in by the educator, which in turn
propels
an
active
non-egocentric
responsiveness in the student which has the
potential to repeat a similar circle.

Enactive Modelling
Burack et al. (1999) said that empirical
evidence suggests that modelling becomes
more effective when the teachers are
explaining to students about what they
model. According to Conklin (2008) through
modelling, that is “demonstrating in action
the very practices one advocates” (p. 660),
the teachers need to live the pedagogy and
unpack the pedagogy with students. It is for
the students to know as to what is behind the
teacher's practice, experience it themselves
and gets to know it as their teacher
experiences it. Di Paolo et al. (2010) spoke of
enactive modelling of a value. The value
system is understood as already included
during the embryogenesis as a result of
natural selection. According to them, the
“value system for reaching would become
active if the hand comes close to the target”
(p. 52). They extended the use of this model
to non-neuronal processes. Di Paolo et al.
suggested the viability of enactive modelling
in social interaction through a number of
simulation experiments and based it on the
available literature on such experiments like
that of “perceptual crossing” (p. 66, a term
coined by Auvray, Lenay, & Stewart, 2009),
which had blindfolded human subjects as
participants who interacted in a limited
virtual context. According to them, these
studies reveal the “importance of timing in
interaction” (p. 69). Di Paolo et al. referred to
the timing of the interactional coordination as
“interaction rhythm” (p. 69, emphasis in the
original), which is a necessary component of
the enactive modelling process. This kind of
a coordinated interaction that is emergent of
the particular situation and embodiment
makes the process of enactive compassion
self-organized,
self-sustained,
and
autonomous.

The following section elaborates on some of
the concepts like emotional attunement,
enactive modelling, use of the body, and
story-world,
which
are
useful
in
understanding the proposed model called the
enactive modelling through non-egocentric
responsiveness embedded stories for
teaching and learning of compassion.
Emotional Attunement
Hutto et al. (2015) argued that the only way
for the training of a virtue or a second nature
is “to embed emotional attunement directly
within the training of specific skills” (p. 1).
They back this claim with a study by
Oudejans (2008) involving 27 Dutch police
officers in which half of the group practiced
shooting at cardboard targets and half gained
training by shooting each other with soap
cartridges. The officers who practiced with
each other showed better levels of accuracy
immediately after the training and after a few
months of training. They also speak about the
affective learning design (ALD), which is
employed in sports like using human context
instead of a bowling machine aimed at the
emotional attunement between the bowler
and the striker in cricket. The training model
is not through explicit instruction but by
changing the environment like the size of the
ground, the distance between players, and
working on the player's mental fatigue.
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Use of Body

the interaction between the compassionate
educator and student. The outcome of such an
interaction is what we call the non-egocentric
responsiveness embedded stories in the
model.

Barnacle (2009) elaborated on learning by
using the body within the concept of social
norms, which was introduced by Dreyfus
(2006). Dreyfus explored ordinary human
interactions where an individual understands
how close he or she can stand in front of
another individual. This kind of learning is
not the same as institutionalized rules, which
can
be
perpetuated
by
linguistic
interventions, rather, it needs to be negotiated
between two bodies and the environment.
Barnacle (2009) thus promoted the need for
the educational process to listen to a
“sensibility of what is being learned” (p. 31)
as it is experienced in the gut.

Enacting the Educational World in
Compassion: Exploration Using
Multimodal Discourse Analysis
The model of enactive compassion (Figure 1)
is further investigated through two
exemplars. For this purpose, I have selected
two
video
documentaries
depicting
compassionate
educators,
one
from
Arunachal Pradesh, India and the other from
San Diego, California, United States. I shall
explore the exemplars utilizing the
multimodal discourse analysis process as
elaborated in Norris (2004). Multimodal
discourse analysis investigates various
interlinked and interdependent interactions in
communication that a person engages
simultaneously beyond just speech and
action. Multimodal discourse analysis
considers an integral part of its analysis what
is usually considered the context in
conventional discourse analysis like the
layout and environment. According to Norris
(2004), an individual uses embodied modes
like speech, gaze, gesture, and posture as well
as disembodied modes like the layout of the
classroom. Each mode of communication is
utilized in correspondence with different
degrees of awareness and attention by the
communicator. When an individual uses
complex, interlinked communicative modes
we can speak of modal density. Modal
density “refers to the intricate interplay of
various modes of communication or intensity
of a certain mode that a social actor employs”
(Norris, 2004, p. 102). Modal density does
not depend on the multiplicity of modes
rather how intricate and complexly connected
or intense a mode or modes are. In a focused
communication some modes are present

Enacting the Story World
Caracciolo (2012) said that through stories
we “enact a world of significance (on the
production side)-or we imaginatively enact
the ‘story worlds’ generated by other human
beings (on the reception side)” (p. 368).
Resultant of this process is the human ability
to meaning making where the recipient can
experience detachment from the here and
now and engage in possibilities, which may
be beyond the regular habit of thinking and
living. This ability is possible through the
imaginative re-enactment of the story by the
recipient by entering into the world of
significance created by the author of the
story. Any regular interaction between
individuals embedded with meaning
becomes a story, and the story may be
expressed in language, which is a powerful
tool in second-order sense-making (Froese,
2012). Language as an alternative cultural
medium can control and guide enactive
experiences “instead of letting the physical
world ‘decide’ on what should be lived by
humans” (Bottineau, 2010, p. 278). The basic
intentional
realm
of
non-egocentric
responsiveness enters into the story world in
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while others are in the background. Thus
Norris (2004) spoke of a “foregroundbackground continuum” (p. 104) in
interactions. Accordingly, focused actions
are happening simultaneously with higherlevel actions happening in the background of
the interaction. Thus, multimodal discourse
analysis facilitates analysis of all identifiable
communicative modes including that of the
current higher-level action of an individual.

learn in the community. The documentary
Tashi and the Monk (Hinton & Burke, 2014)
tells the story of Tashi, a five-year-old who is
the youngest and newest member of the
community and who tests the teachers and
children with her tantrums and disturbing
behaviour. The following is a short scene
from the documentary depicting the powerful
enactment of compassion between the
teacher and the student (both the Monk and
Tashi speak in the local dialect. I am
narrating the story using the subtitles in
English as it is seen in the documentary. The
pictures are still shots from the documentary,
which is available online).

Documentary 1
Lobsang Phuntsok, born of an unwed mother,
went to a Buddhist monastery and trained
under Dalai Lama to become a Buddhist
monk. As a monk he spent years teaching
about Buddhism in the United States, then in
2006 moved to Arunachal Pradesh in India
under the foothills of Himalaya and founded
a residential school for children from families
struggling with poverty and other similar
issues. He established Jhamtse Gatsal (love
and compassion in Tibetan), a residential
community with 85 children who live and

The scene begins with Tashi picking a fight
with another child in the room. She almost
pokes a pencil into the ear of the other child.
An adult teacher assistant tries to get her to
the Monk’s (principal) room in spite of her
tantrums and cries to not do so. Finally, she
meets with the Monk, Lobsang Phuntsok, in
his small office.
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In the above given exemplar, the nonegocentric responsiveness of the Monk
rooted in an enactive modelling process (the
right response at the right time), holds the
hand of Tashi (emotional attunement), and
emerges into a story world (the story of the

Monk and the story of Tashi emerges into a
new story). We can see how the little girl is
getting consoled and does not feel the need to
defend her point. The Monk continues to
emerge into another enactment of nonegocentric responsiveness with the new story
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world through the question: shall I walk you
to the classroom? and the subsequent
noticing and inquiry about Tashi’s footwear.
The last part of the documentary as explained
in the above tabulation (time 46.50-47. 49)
shows how Tashi responds spontaneously to
a
situation
with
non-egocentric
responsiveness as explained in the enactive
compassion model (Figure 1).

informed school in San Diego under the
compassionate leadership of Mr. Higa. In a
2015 short documentary titled Creating a
Culture of Compassion in Schools,
(Andrews, 2015), Mr. Higa in his monthly
chat with students and staff says, “So, when
students come to school, and they are not
feeling well, or they are acting out, it is not
about going to Mr. Higa, it is about what is
happening with you? What can I do to help
you? We lead with compassion”.

Documentary 2
Godwin Higa was the principal of Cherokee
Point Elementary School in San Diego,
California. The school is located in an area
consisting of only 1.5% of the geographical
area of San Diego, but has a reported violent
crime rate of 15 %, total murder rate of 25 %,
and had the highest domestic violence in the
city of San Diego. Cherokee Point
Elementary School became the first trauma-

Below given is a short scene from the video
showing two children in his office who have
been fighting over something. The young girl
is complaining about the young boy.
Principal Higa intervenes. (The pictures are
still shots from the documentary which is
available online).

The children, after having some more
conversation, finally embrace each other to
show that they are no longer fighting but
ready to support and show compassion to

each other. Here again, the non-egocentric
responsiveness inspires Principal Higa to ask
a creative and challenging question to the
children who were fighting, namely, whether
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they were friends? Further, he becomes
instrumental in evoking a story world where
everyone is participating through the
statement that friends do not fight. The story
world guides the children to respond in nonegocentric responsiveness, which is
manifested in their mutual hug and reestablishing friendship.

charged with non-egocentric responsiveness,
which is potential for the emergence of
further enactments of non-egocentric
responsiveness embedded stories and thus,
the operationally closed process can continue
self-sustained. The proposed enactive
modelling
through
non-egocentric
responsiveness embedded stories is aimed at
creating an organic, sustainable, and
pedagogically self-sufficient process to the
teaching and learning of compassion.
Compassionate educators can intentionally
be oriented towards this spontaneously
occurring method or process of enactive
modelling in their efforts to be more
grounded in groundlessness in a scientific
culture. This investigation continues to
affirm the idea that compassionate educators
enact their teaching space, indirectly
transforming it into a learning space of
compassion. While some of the educators
may have already been practicing
compassion in teaching and learning just as
the compassionate educators in this paper,
others may benefit from a model like as they
can use it in their own pedagogical reflection
and practice.

Conclusion
Varela et al. (2016) think that any learning
process that facilitates the letting go of the
ego-centred behaviour pattern is helping
spontaneous compassion to be selfsustaining. Both the above-given exemplars
show how the non-egocentric responsiveness
is intertwined with a story world of the same
content that furthers the movement of
compassion in both the educator and the
student. There is no blame or defence but
enacting of non-egocentric content as and
when determined by the autonomous
emergence in the context, which has the
potential to be operationally closed,
repeatedly
producing
non-egocentric
responsiveness. In both the exemplars, the
compassionate educator and students are
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Abstract: The aim of the paper is to discuss recent trends related to tendencies in education policy
and education worldwide. Neoliberal education policy as a coherent cross-national education
policy set by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) standards,
Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) tests, and other transnational educational
comparisons influencing traditional national education policy, has been evident for many years.,
This tendency has been prevalent in Denmark and the United States for years as well. A range of
prominent educational philosophers and educators have challenged these trends, pointing to the
fact that the unintended implications have been a narrowing of curriculum to focus on teaching to
the test activities and resulting in a decline in critical thinking among students. Many educators
and educational philosophers have joined the critique towards recent transnational education
policy. In reference to ongoing and intense discussions, the aim of this paper is to discuss and
rethink new approaches. Based on revisiting educational ideas of educational thinkers such as
Dewey, Klafki, and Biesta, the authors and others, attempt to develop a notion of a more balanced
education system, named “the ecological approach”. An ecological approach in education and
teacher education focuses on uniqueness, integrity, resilience, and personal development of
students in combination with a skill-focused training of the student as a whole person.
Keywords: neoliberalism, neoconservative, education, ecological approach, curriculum,
educational theory
Introduction

International Reading Literacy Study
(PIRLS), and other transnational educational
comparison programs, has influenced
nations’ education policy worldwide and has
furthermore, been evident for many years
(OECD, 2018; PISA, 2018; TIMSS &
PIRLS, 2018). A range of prominent
educational philosophers and educators have
challenged these trends and joined the
critique towards recent transnational
education policy (Apple, 2006; Ball, 2006,
2015, 2015a; Berliner, 2009; Berliner &
Glass, 2014; Biesta, 2007, 2010; Connell,
2013; Kapoor, 2011; McGregor, 2009;
Nordenbo, 2008). In reference to the ongoing
and intense debate worldwide—a debate that

Recent decades of education policy
worldwide have witnessed a transformation
in the understanding of education from
welfare state concepts towards competition
state concepts, in which neoliberal education
policy is a cornerstone (Ball, 2006, 2015:
Cerny, 2007). Neoliberal education policy as
a cross-national education policy, partly set
by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the
Programme for International Student’s
Assessment (PISA) testing programme,
Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMMS), the Progress in
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has been prevalent in Denmark as well as the
United States (Foucault, 1977, Nordenbo,
2008; Rahbek Schou, 2006, 2010)—the aim
of this article is to set out to discuss and
rethink experienced and new approaches to
education policy and teacher education based
on an introduction to neoliberal education
policy, and some of the critique raised. We
will introduce some of the educational
thinkers and philosophers who have
challenged the trends and set out to develop a
more balanced education system. These
theories and reflections lead to an
introduction of an ‘ecological approach’ in
teacher education and education policy.

a logical conclusion for education to become
for-profit institutions (Trammel, 2005).
Worldwide the neoliberal education policy
eventually has been introduced to most
countries in recent decades (Connell, 2013;
Kapoor, 2011; McGregor, 2009). Denmark
and the Scandinavian countries, being no
exceptions, witnessed the consequences of
neoliberal education policy in recent decades
(Nordenbo, 2008; Rahbek Schou, 2006,
2010). Internationally, the globalized
comparisons among students’ performance in
different countries is essential, and the PISA
(2018), TIMMS & PIRLS (2018) tests
expose competition at a global level
regarding
students’
standards
and
performance in various subjects. Ball (2006)
stated that the changes in the understanding
of the purpose of education in the neoliberal
education policy discourse have been
significant throughout the world.

Neoliberal Education Policy
Originally, the concept of neoliberalism has
been associated to mostly economic policy
focusing on privatization, free trade, and
marketization in order to increase the role of
the private sector in economy and society
(Ball, 2006). In the 1980s and 1990s in
England, neoliberalism was introduced in
British education policy while Margaret
Thatcher was head of the government (Ball,
2006). In the United States, the elementary
and secondary education act, the so-called No
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) from 2001
(Klein, 2018)—introduced a neoliberal in
American
terms—described
as
a
neoconservative education policy (Berliner
& Glass, 2017; Klein, 2018; Nichols &
Berliner, 2007). The NCLB Act and
education reforms in the wake of a neoliberal
education policy introduced standards-based
education reforms, testing, and measurement
that allowed the government to determine the
priority of subjects to be taught, the way they
might be taught, and reforms available to
schools that do not perform without
addressing funding
inequalities
that
perpetuate the achievement gaps (Hursch,
2007; Torres, 2008). It also created a space
for vouchers and charter schools, which was

Critical Discussions and Negative
Implications of Neoliberal Education
Policy
Following
the
rise
of
neoliberal/
neoconservative education policy, educators
and educational researchers worldwide have
started to criticize, register, and eventually
point out unintended and negative
implications. The critique has focused on
various aspects ranging from general to
specific. Many researchers have criticized the
fact that education globally is transformed
and being understood in concepts and
terminology of economy, marketization, and
competitiveness (Apple 2011; Ball, 2006;
Biesta, 2007; McGregor, 2009).
First critique point: Education as a
market. One of the main critique points with
respect to neoliberal and neoconservative
education policy is that education—in
contrast to former welfare-based concepts—
is being conceived of as a market. The
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Australian researcher McGregor (2009)
emphasized that, “global capitalism has
placed education at the forefront of national
competitiveness, and governments have
responded with education policies primarily
designed to serve the needs of the market.
Such neo‐liberal economic imperatives have
been supported by a variety of
neoconservative social forces calling for
schools to become sites of cultural and moral
restoration” (p. 345). The American
researcher Apple (2011) commented on the
“processes of ‘conservative modernization’
of education and the ‘complicated alliance
behind the wave after wave of educational
reforms that have centered around neo-liberal
commitments to the market and a supposedly
weak state” (p. 21). The British educational
researcher Ball (2006) described the
neoliberal development and outlined that,
the market solution (…) is a new master
narrative, a deeply fissured but primary
discourse (…) The discourse constructs
the topic and as with any discourse, it
appears across a range of texts, forms of
conduct and at a number of different sites
at any one time. (p. 74)
According to Ball, national economic issues
are tied to consumer choice in education. He
emphasized five main elements in the
transformation of education policy in terms
of
neoliberal/neoconservative
thought
patterns:
• improving national economics by
tightening a connection between
schooling, employment, productivity and
trade;
• enhancing
student
outcomes
in
employment
related
skills
and
competencies;
• attaining more direct control over
curriculum content and assessment;
• reducing the costs of government to
education;
• increasing (…) pressure of market
choice. (Ball, 2006, p. 70)

Common for the critique is that the
understanding of education has changed
tremendously in the transition from welfare
state to the post nation era and competition
state.
In
the
welfare-state-based
understanding of the purpose of education—
aiming at protecting the citizen—not only the
European concept of ‘Bildung’ (education as
being both human development shaping a
sense of humanity as well as developing
intellectual skills) but also the Dewey
tradition of education as democracy are
cornerstones (Dewey, Hahn, Boydston &
Axetell, 1975). Welfare state conceptions of
education perceived of education as a “nonpositional good” (Nordenbo, 2008, p. 103),
primarily focusing on learners’, students’,
and adult participants’ personal and
individual development.
Apple (2001) predicted that when education
becomes a marketable commodity values for
business seem to apply so that consumers
want the same values, procedures, and
performance indicators that work in the
business world along with standardizing what
is
legitimate
knowledge.
This
commodification of education then allows,
Apple (2006) continued, “dominant
economic groups [to] shift the blame for the
massive and unequal effects of the own
misguided decisions from themselves onto
the state (p. 76). Furthermore, dominant or
powerful figures incorporate the agency of
others into their own actions and by doing so,
give “power to a new elite of specialist
mangers in public-service institutions”
(Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999) such as we
now see in our schools.
Second critique point: Accountability and
measurement as core elements in
neoliberal education policy. Other
researchers
criticize
the
fact
that
accountability and measurement have been
introduced as essential tools of control at all
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levels in schooling. The Dutch-British
educational researcher, Biesta (2010)
criticized
how
measurement
and
accountability have replaced critical
thinking, democracy, and judgement in
teaching and schooling. Apple (2011)
pointed to the fact that “new managerial
proposals” have installed “rigorous and
reductive forms of accountability in
schooling at all levels” (p. 21). Ball (2015)
outlined that neoliberal education policy has
led to education, teaching, and teachers to
being “governed by numbers” (p. 299).
According to Ball, “numbers define our
worth, measure our effectiveness and, in a
myriad of other ways, work to inform or
construct what we are today. We are subject
to numbers and numbered subjects” (p. 299).
The measurement, monitoring, and numbers
have taken over our personal and work lives
resulting in focusing on students’ test scores
and other performances. In 2015, Ball wrote,
Measurement and monitoring as
techniques
for
reflection
and
representation play a particular role
within the contemporary relationship
between truth and power and the self that
we call neoliberalism. As neoliberal
subjects, we are constantly incited to
invest in ourselves, work on ourselves
and improve ourselves – drive up our
numbers, our performance, our outputs –
both in our personal lives and our work
lives. (p. 299)
In contrast to the welfare state focus on
individual
meaningful
development,
according to the second critique point,
measurement and accountability are negative
implications of a neoliberal education policy
that have partly dehumanized the
understanding of teaching and learning and
has turned mainstream teaching, teachers,
and students into numbers.

enhance the status in moral crusades to
legitimize particular types of expertise.
When competition increases for these
credentials, it allows some students to have
less competition from other children and
restratify a population so that cultural capital
remains in the hands of those who already
possess it. The English experience seems to
be the same when neoliberal reforms due to
marketization failed to create curriculum that
was responsive and diversified but rather
“radically altered the relationship of
inequality that characterized schooling” (p
70).
Third critique point: Controlling and
narrowing the curriculum and focus on
testing. Another critique focuses on a further
negative implication points to a tendency to
controlling and narrowing the curriculum.
Apple (2011) criticized “neo‐conservative
emphases on stronger control over curricula
and values” (p. 21). The democratic deficit in
neoconservative educational policy and
thinking desiring “to have total control over
the educational process” is a critique outlined
by Biesta (Winter, 2011, p. 539).
Further critique is raised regarding the
intense focus on testing, and in particular,
high-stakes testing. Ball (2015) mentioned
the fact that measurement, statistics, and
numbers introduced in education in some
countries with the US being the most evident
example have been closely connected to
teacher salary based on students’
performance and testing scores. According to
Ball (2015),
(in) teaching, the articulation of
performance and improvement in terms of
student test scores is more and more
widely linked to another set of numbers–
money–in the form of reward–that is
performance-related pay. (p. 299)
American education researchers have
provided evidence of how the introduction of

Apple (2007) suggested that with new forms
of accountability, policies are created that
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high-stakes testing in combination with
accountability-thinking since the 1990s, and
especially after the adoption of the education
act, No Child Left Behind Act, has influenced
education, teacher approaches, and school
politics significantly (Wright, Wright, &
Heath, 2003). The researchers had the
opportunity to study implications of high
stakes testing for several years. Most
researchers show that high-stakes testing has
had many negative consequences, one of
which is an extended tendency to change all
teaching into teaching-to-the-test activities in
favour of non-test-related subjects and topics.
Furthermore, a range of other negative
consequences—even cases of teachers’ and
schools’ cheating—have been listed and
documented (see e.g., Berliner & Glass,
2014; Nichols & Berliner, 2007; Rahbek
Schou, 2006, 2010). The American
researcher, Berliner (2009), has evidenced
how testing in formal education leads to both
inequality and inequity, to higher drop-out
rates, and to a narrowing of curriculum
content with teachers and educators focusing
on merely teaching-to-the-test activities and
excluding disadvantaged students (Berliner
& Glass, 2014; Nichols & Berliner, 2007). In
Denmark, similar critique was raised, and
researchers have pointed to the fact that
experienced teachers in a child-centered
approach have changed their focus towards
testing students (Nordenbo, 2008, 2009;
Rahbek Schou, 2006, 2010).

Fourth critique point: Changing teacher
roles. Finally, many critical researchers and
educators emphasize how teaching, teachers,
and their roles in neoliberal education policy
are retold in new narratives in which the
reflective and independent thinking teacher is
replaced by the technically competent teacher
(Ball, 2006). The neoliberal discourse
penetrates the field of education and is
combined with demands of efficiency and
introduction of control over curriculum and
assessment. According to Ball (2006) and
Berliner and Glass (2014), and others, this
contributes to classify teachers in the
discourse of market economy in which not
only the individual, e.g. the teacher, the
headmaster, the student, but also teaching,
school, and even research is retold in an
understanding of governance as a means of
disciplining (Wright, 2005). Foucault (1977)
knew early on that “calculated gazes” or the
disciplining of the body “makes possible the
operation of a relations power that sustains
itself by its own mechanisms” (p. 177). In
2014, Berliner and Glass introduced a book
on 50 myths about the neoconservative
education policy in America highlighting a
range of critical points. Ball (2015a)
emphasised that, “what we found in our case
study schools is both forms of policy adhockery, borrowing, building, re-ordering,
displacing, constructing and re-constructing,
and
patterns
of
compliance
and
standardization” (p. 308). Ball (2015a)
continued that
the enactment of policy is not always
linear and rational; policy work is often
a piecemeal process of “fixing”
problems. However, there is a
‘feedback’ process or a process of
complex iterations between policies and
across policy ensembles that generate
forms of institutional transformation and
regeneration. (p. 308)
Despite the intentions of many individual
teachers’ interest in students’ all-round

Despite initial intentions of wanting to raise
students’
standards
by
introducing
standardized curriculum and testing in the
wake of the neoliberal education policy, the
researchers pointed to the fact that in many
cases the opposite was evidenced; teachers,
schools, and students focus on teaching-tothe-test activities instead of the knowledge
and creative development of pupils (Klein,
2018).
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development as whole persons, neoliberal
education policy has been evidenced to
influence day-to-day teaching and teachers in
subtle ways beyond their personal intentions
and understanding of good education.

individual psychology of a single child and
the child’s social life. In fact, Dewey put the
importance of social life and social activities
in the foreground of education (Dewey et al.,
1975).

During the past decades, the critique has been
addressed in various ways. In many
countries, the education reforms eventually
have been changed and adjusted. For
example, in 2017, the American NCLB Act
from 2001 was changed to Every Student
Succeeds Act (Klein, 2018), while in
European countries suggestions toward more
holistic and alternative approaches were
raised.

The aim of education according to one of
Dewey’s creeds is to support children’s
development in their own social activities.
Dewey wrote, “To prepare [a child] for the
future life means to give him command of
himself; it means so to train him that he will
have the full and ready use of all his
capacities” (Dewey, 1897/1959, pp. 19–20).
Dewey continued “I believe therefore, that
the true center of correlation on the school
subjects is not science, nor literature, nor
history, nor geography, but the child’s own
social activities” (p. 25). Dewey's critique of
his own era’s understanding of the teaching
profession resonate with today’s educational
researchers’ criticism of the distinctive focus
on accountability, narrowed curriculum
focus, and high-stakes testing, mentioned
earlier in this article. Dewey stated, “I
believe, that under existing conditions far too
much of the stimulus and control proceeds
from the teacher, because of the neglect of the
idea of the school as a form of social life” (p.
24). In continuation of this, Dewey stated his
opinion about education as follows, “I
believe finally, that education must be
conceived as a continuing reconstruction of
experience; that the process and the goal of
education are one and the same thing”
(Dewey, 1897/1959, p. 27).

Goal of Education: Three Historical and
Philosophical Perspectives
Alternative and holistic approaches are
however not new in the history of education
policy. Before turning to the European scene,
it is worth mentioning the American
educational philosopher and psychologist
from the early 20th century, John Dewey.
John Dewey’s Educational Philosophy:
Historical Roots
It is well known that one overall theme in
Dewey’s work was his belief in democracy
politics, education, and communication. In
1888, Dewey stated “democracy and the one,
ultimate, ethical ideal of humanity are to my
mind synonymous” (Dewey et al., 1975, p.
138). Linking education to democracy,
equality, and humanity is at the core of
Dewey’s ideas about the aim of education. In
1897 furthermore, in his Pedagogic Creed,
Dewey forwarded many of his beliefs and
ideas that might remind today’s teachers and
teacher educators about general aims of
education, schools, teaching and teachers’
roles. Dewey emphasized the importance of
seeing schools as supporting both the

Along with Dewey, Vygotsky (1934/1987)
too, theorized that children can regulate their
own behavior. Dewey’s idea of education as
a continuing reconstruction of experience
that gives students command of themselves
so that they full use of all their capacities in
the future mirror an alternative to mainstream
educational policy at his own time but also
reminds us today that education can be
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conceived of in very different ways than
current world-wide neoliberal education
policy. Dewey’s theory of education—often
called learning by doing—has been
influential in Europe and Scandinavia, as
well (Keiding & Wiberg, 2013; Klafki, 2001,
2013).

reforms in the 2000s-2010s in alignment with
the ideas and intentions of a neoliberal
education policy, the overall focus and
understanding of education in Denmark and
Scandinavian countries shifted to what Klafki
might have called material education theory.
Klafki (1983), however, suggested a
synthesis of the two approaches in which a
curriculum approach focusing on learning
objectives and measurable outcomes is
combined with a more holistic approach
focusing on the overall personal development
of students. He called this approach
“categorical education”: a synthesis between
a standardized, test and curriculum focused
education approach, launched in neoliberal
education policy, a mostly material approach
combined with a more holistic approach
focusing on the individual learner, a formal
approach. He hoped this categorical approach
might inspire educators to rethink new
approaches. Klafki’s ideals are held similarly
in America through Rose (1995), who after
spending time in classrooms throughout the
United States, determined that public
schooling has been advanced through a “long
history of educators working both within the
mainstream and outside it, challenging it
through
workingmen’s
organizations,
women’s
groups,
Black
schools,
appropriating the ideal often against political
and economic resistance, to their own
emancipatory ends (p. 413). Klafki, in his
theory on categorical Bildung, suggested a
synthesis of a curriculum approach with a
holistic approach focusing on the individual
learner.

Wolfgang Klafki’s Approach: Categorical
Education as a Sum of Material and
Formal Education
Klafki (2001) the German post-WW II
critical educational philosopher, was inspired
by Dewey in developing his educational
philosophy on education. In a current
perspective, the synthesizing education
theory of Klafki with the somewhat
unfamiliar term “categorial education” can be
seen as an alternative synthesizing approach
to neoliberal education concepts and the
critique raised. The theories of Klafki
(2001/1983) played an important role in a
European, Scandinavian, and Danish
pedagogical context in the 1970s and into the
first decade of the 21st century (Rahbek
Schou, 2013). Klafki (1983) introduced the
notions of material and formal education to
separate two very different education
traditions in Europe. Educators advocating
for a material approach in education
primarily turn their attention to the object of
the educational process, towards its contents,
that is to curriculum, learning objectives,
measurement, and knowledge demands. In
contrast, advocates of the formal approach
and theories primarily focus on the individual
or the student as a person (Klafki, 1983, cited
in Rahbek Schou, 2013, p. 317). Historically,
in Scandinavia and Denmark welfare state
educators since World War II have mostly
tended to focus on individual development
and seeing education as a way to develop
democratic and critical citizens. They hence
focused primarily on what Klafki terms
formal education. With a range of education

Gert Biesta: Possibilities for Teacher
Professionalism: Coming into Presence in
Uniqueness
The influential European educational
researcher and philosopher, Biesta, in
continuation of Dewey and Klafki, developed
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their ideas further. In his direct critique of
neoliberal tendencies in recent education
policy, Biesta (2007, 2010; Winter, 2011)
promoted the idea of education and students
as coming into presence in their uniqueness.
Biesta has criticized the implications of a
neoliberal education policy in England,
Europe, and worldwide in most of his works
(Biesta, 2007, 2010; Winter, 2011). His
critique of a democratic deficit in
contemporary education may remind us
about some of the core values of education
forwarded by Dewey more than 100 years
ago.
In
his
critique
of
the
neoliberal/neoconservative discourse of
accountability, Biesta (2010; Winter, 2011)
promoted his ideas about possibilities for
future education and teachers in concepts of
coming into presence, uniqueness, and
pluralism. The idea of coming into presence
is what is going on in the relational
dimensions of a teaching process on a daily
basis. When teachers and students come into
the presence of each other, it leads to “an
exploration of what one might call the
relational dimensions of the event of
subjectivity” (Biesta in Winter, 2011, p. 538).

between uniqueness-as-difference and
uniqueness-as-irreplaceability. (p. 539)
The possibility for teacher professionalism
and for the dedicated teacher is to be aware
of the moments in which persons are coming
into presence in their uniqueness based on a
plurality. Biesta (2010; Winter, 2011)
promoted concepts and an idea of a pedagogy
that disturbs the control and presumably
normal order in evidence based education as
the only existing way to understand the
purpose of education. A pedagogy that
disturbs the normal order according to Biesta
may be able to revitalize teaching and the
professionalism of the dedicated teacher as it
makes it possible to consider the uniqueness
rather than standards and tests.
Philosophical Approaches Summary
Common to the three educators is that they all
at different historical points have criticized
the mainstream way of educating children in
schools. While Dewey opposed rote learning
and advocated for connecting children’s
learning to activities and experience, Klafki
advocated for a schooling in which skills and
learning objectives-oriented focus is
combined with an awareness of children’s
overall personal development. Biesta, in his
critique of neoliberal education policy,
advocates for an even more individual
centered focus, emphasizing the necessity for
schooling to let every individual child—
besides being able to obtain knowledge—to
come to presence in his or her uniqueness.

Biesta emphasized that the idea of coming
into presence is complemented by a notion of
uniqueness. He described uniqueness as the
special way in which teacher and student
exist together. The uniqueness of a person is
important in the situations in which this
specific person cannot be substituted by any
other person, e.g. in the situation in which it
is important that this specific person is
present (Biesta 2010). Winter (2011) outlined
Biesta’s two ways in which uniqueness can
be articulated,
one which brings us back to identity and
questions about knowledge of the
subject, and one which leads us to an
existential argument. In my work, I have
articulated this as the distinction

Dewey, Klafki, and Biesta represent critical
voices to mainstream education at their
respective time. Common for their critique is
their educational philosophical approach.
They primarily discuss overall goals of
education with respect to the individual
child’s development, rather than focusing on
specific educational approaches to teaching
and learning. Common for them is also the
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focus on the individual child. At the center of
their thinking is the interest in how each
schoolchild may develop his or her potentials
without being restricted by existing
regulations that result in rote learning,
narrowing of the knowledge based on
standardized curriculum and high stake tests.

Ecology and the Ecological Approach to
Education and Teacher Education
Dewey’s ideas of the goal of education as
democracy and his ideals of education as a
democratic process supporting democratic
societies are still immensely important in
2020, more than 100 years after the first
publication of his book. However, the world
has changed tremendously since then, and we
face many new concerns and challenges with
respect to societal, climate, and global
development. We are global citizens.
According to UNESCO (2015), global
citizenship is defined as
a sense of belonging to a broader
community and common humanity. It
emphasizes political, economic, social
and cultural interdependency and
interconnectedness between the local,
the national, and the global. (p. 14).
The United Nations and UNESCO (2015)
promoted
the
publication,
“Global
citizenship education: Topics and learning
objectives,” focusing on the goal of education
world-wide as for schoolchildren to being
able to address global challenges in the 21st
century. The aims of global education are set
in continuation of the UN Global Education
First Initiative emphasizing that global
citizenship education…
provides the understanding, skills, and
values students need to cooperate in
resolving the interconnected challenges
of the 21st century, including climate
change, conflict, poverty, hunger, and
issues of equity and sustainability.
(GEFI, n.d.)
Education is a global concern and must
address societal and global challenges such
as climate changes, conflict, poverty, equity,
and sustainability.

Dewey (1916) is however the only
educational philosopher of the three, who
explicitly has addressed social and societal
aspects and general aims of education with
his book entitled Democracy and education:
An introduction to the philosophy of
education”. Dewey discussed what societal
goals education should forward and
advocated for the goal of education being the
promotion of democracy—democracy in the
schoolchild, in schools, in society, and as an
overall goal of education. Increasingly,
though, students and teachers alike are seeing
themselves not so much as in what they do,
but in who they are or believe they are, or in
other words, educators, students, and their
society are structured bipolarly oppositional
between the Net and the Self where “social
groups and individuals become alienated
from each other, and see the other as a
stranger, eventually as a threat” (Castells,
2000, p. 3) and where innovations are driven
by the market towards educational materials
that, based on the niches created by the
democratic goals, are largely products and
processes driven by passion and greed.
Democracy, as viewed by Dewey, has a
difficult task ahead in terms of education but
there seems to be an uprising social
connection or concern that may help in the
promotion of the democracy he had hoped for
that will bridge the gap between social
groups.

Since 2015, many educational researchers
and philosophers have developed the idea of
sustainability, global responsibility, and
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global citizenship further (Myers, 2016;
Sklad, Friedman, Park & Omen, 2016).
Educational researchers have promoted the
idea of ecology as a way to implement and
rethink education globally and nationally
when we consider the sustainability and the
sharing of resources throughout our future
social evolution and what might constitute
private wealth along with social programs.
There needs to be revolutionary ideas that no
longer are class-based decisions.

Thus, we can balance neoliberalism and its
focus
on
market
values
with
neoconstructivism’s tie to traditional values.
An Ecological Approach: Implications
for Teaching and Learning
In his efforts to define which implications for
teaching and learning an ecological approach
would have, van Lier (2010) outlined that the
understanding of interconnectedness and
complexity are central. He emphasized that
the very social, physical, and symbolic levels
of both the teachers’ and students’ actions
and activities are complex and intertwined
with interactions and language that make up
the network of interdependency. According
to van Lier, learners need to make choices
and employ agency in more self-directed
ways. Learners must be active, and “activity
in a meaningful environment generates
affordances for enhancing that activity and
subsequent activities” (Van Lier, 2010, p. 6).
Relationships, quality and agency are core
values in an ecological approach. Van Lier
wrote that “ecology is the study of the
relationships among elements in an
environment or ecosystem, in particular the
interactions among such elements” (p. 5).

A range of educational researchers in various
disciplines have discussed and forwarded
ideas about ecology as being important also
for education (Gibson, 1977, 1978; van Lier,
2000, 2004, 2007, 2010). The American
linguist and educational researcher, van Lier
(2004), emphasized that an ecological
perspective on education, teaching, and
learning at its core is ontological. Our world
view in the way we know how to be and how
to act in relation to others, and our
environment is taught to us, and we learn it
within the era of time it is given. Gibson
(1978) explored the ecological perspective of
students’ relationships to the environment or
ecosystem
through
considering
the
interactions we have with living elements.
Van Lier (2010) suggested that the
development of our ideological and political
perspectives is part of the learning process.
From an ecological perspective, hence, van
Lier (2010) stated
all learning is the ability to adapt to one’s
environment in increasingly effective
and successful ways … An ecological
perspective is not neutral since it
explicitly includes a non-passive
relationship between the … learner and
the environment, in all the spheres of
physical,
social
and
symbolic
functioning. This then adds an ethical
and moral dimension to learning. (p. 97)

Furthermore, in his description of quality as
a core value in education, van Lier in
alignment with Apple (2006), Berliner
(2009), and Biesta (2010), criticized
neoliberal education policy focus on testing.
Instead he advocated for shifts in the system
away from testing dependency to appraisal
systems that promote, address, and document
educational experiences. Also, the emphasis
on testing and core curriculum that limits
how teachers teach about the environment
and ecological impact on the students’ local
communities, places accountability and effort
inward rather the outward. Current placebased
education
(PBE)
proponents
(Woodhouse & Knapp, 2002; Zink, 2014)
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find their roots in Dewey’s focus on students’
experiences with subject matter.

resilient values and systems in flexible ways,
in which social systems are reflected and
understood as being able for change.

Finally, agency is seen as the third core
notion. Van Lier (2010) wrote that agency
has many manifestations that is more
profound that autonomy, motivation and
investment since these terms only apply to
the manifestation of a person’s agency.

An ecological perspective on educational
philosophical thinking addresses global and
societal aspects with respect to the
interconnected challenges and core concerns
of the 21st century global communities,
outlined in the UN Secretary General’s First
Global Education Initiative (GEFI, n.d.).
Similar to the global citizenship education, an
ecological perspective emphasizes “political,
economic,
social,
and
cultural
interdependency and interconnectedness
between the local, the national, and the
global” (UNESCO, 2015, p 14). At the local
level, other researchers have forwarded core
concepts in an ecological approach (Gibson,
1977, 1978; Myers, 2016; Sklad et al., 2016;
van Lier 2004, 2010) and.

Conclusion
An ecology perspective on education sets out
to reflect education as a local, national, and
global societal value-based active process,
which addresses global challenges. Core
values in an ecological education as a general
education philosophy are sustainability,
resilience, and a certain robustness of
education in order to face new global
demands of the 21st century. The perspective
introduces an ecological philosophy of
education, in which education is seen as
essential and central to addressing global and
local challenges that arise out of the new set
of ways that the world of today is organized.
An ecological education calls for
responsibility for sustainable development
within various areas of life. As such
education is responsible for developing

Many aspects in an ecological approach,
however, still need further reflections and
development. The importance of setting out
new ways of conceiving of education, aims
and goals of education, teaching, teacher
education, and learning in post nation state
seem to be relevant.
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IMPACT OF ADIZES’S TEAM ROLES ON COLLABORATION, DISAGREEMENTS, AND
SUCCESS IN STUDENT ENTERPRISES –
TEAMWORK PEDAGOGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Ida Ulrikke Valand and Tormod Bjørkkjær
University of Agder, Norway

Abstract: This study examines Adizes’s management model implemented in student enterprise
teams among undergraduate students at the University of Agder, Norway, exploring factors that
affect the collaborative process. As Adizes’s model claims four team roles (integrator,
administrator, producer, entrepreneur) are required for effective and targeted collaboration, the
researchers hypothesized that student enterprises with four roles present would collaborate better
than teams with fewer roles present. Prior to commencing the student enterprise, each student
categorized themselves according to these four roles. Eleven student enterprise teams were
interviewed regarding their collaborative process. The four roles were represented to different
extent in each team. Students reported collaborative benefits when having all four roles
represented in the group. Most students ranked collaboration and ownership to business idea high
and reported fruitful team discussions with only a few teams experiencing conflicts. Due to limited
variance, further research is needed to investigate the hypothesis.
Key words: student enterprise, Adizes management model, collaboration, teamwork

Collaboration as an Essential Skill in the
Post Nation State Era

focus in Norway (NMER, Ministry of Local
Government and Regional Development
[MLGRD] & Ministry of Trade and Industry
[MTI], 2006; 2009). According to The
European Parliament & the Council of the
European Union (2006), entrepreneurship has
been defined as one of eight key
competencies required for lifelong learning
and can be defined as
[...] a dynamic and social process where
individuals, alone or in collaboration,
identify opportunities for innovation and
act upon these by transforming ideas into
practical and targeted activities, whether
in social, cultural or economic context
(NMER, MTI, & MLGRD, 2006, p. 4).

Communities as well as nations are changing
rapidly these days with globalization being
one of the main drivers of this global
evolution. Adapting to new prerequisites and
collaborating with people from different
cultural backgrounds is becoming the
mainstay of everyday life. Teamwork or
collaboration is an essential 21st century skill
across all workplaces and organizations
(Riebe, Girardi & Whitsed, 2016), which is
highly relevant for future teachers and health
professionals within food and nutrition both
in Norway and abroad, for instance in
multidisciplinary tasks (Fanzo et al., 2015;
Norwegian Ministry of Education and
Research [NMER], 2017). One way of
training for real life scenarios and preparing
for challenges of tomorrow is by
implementing entrepreneurship in teaching
curriculum in higher education, which is in

Implementing entrepreneurship in teaching
curriculum and pedagogy is essential within
both teacher education (Haara & Jenssen,
2016) and the food and nutrition field (Mann
& Blum, 2004) and has been successful at
several universities for a number of years,
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including the University of Agder (UiA)
(Aarek & Ask, 2012; Ask, Valand & Aarek,
2019).

group assessments (Taylor, 2011). Many
students tend to collaborate with their friends,
whom they like and know well, thus avoiding
conflicts and social loafing (Riebe et al.,
2016). This student response begs the
question if a more targeted team composition
process might be more effective in higher
education situations.

A central feature of entrepreneurship is
collaboration or teamwork involving
communication between humans. According
to Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory of
learning, humans learn in a social process
involving communication (Vygotsky, 1978).
This social constructivist way of thinking,
where knowledge is not reproduced, but
produced, is essential in pedagogical
entrepreneurship where the right answer may
not be known for teacher nor student.
Similarly, constructivist thinking is used in
group or team approaches such as
collaborative and cooperative learning where
groups as well as individuals are accountable
for learning and outcome, resulting in
enhanced
social
collaboration
and
productivity (Gillies, 2014; Laal, 2003). The
former mentioned teamwork pedagogy
approaches have been extensively reviewed
in the context of higher education by Riebe et
al. (2016).

Setting of Current Practice-Based
Research
The research reported in this article was
situated in an undergraduate applied science
course in food and nutrition and teacher
education in home economics respectively at
UiA, spring 2017. These two courses are
relatively new program initiatives that assess
groups of students’ abilities to plan and
operate a student enterprise (SE) during one
semester of their degree program. The two
courses
comprise
the
regular
entrepreneurship education offered at the
researchers’ institute, and they have not been
research evaluated previously. The primary
aim of the SE is to develop and market a
product or service for the food, nutrition,
and/or sports industry. A main purpose of the
courses was for students to learn to
collaborate effectively in their SE teams, and
this process was an important aspect of the
SE. Each SE team had a supervisor at UiA,
and a mentor from the practice field besides
access to a local branch of a national
entrepreneurship
organisation;
Ungt
Entreprenørskap (Young Entrepreneurship;
www.ue.no).

Team Collaboration
Working in teams per se in a learning
environment is not necessarily functional,
especially in the case of random ad hoc
groups, as reviewed by Gillies (2014). It is
known that low-ability students learn more in
heterogeneous groups with a blend of low,
medium, and high-ability students, while
medium-ability students benefit more from
homogenous ability groups, and finally the
high-ability students thrive in all sorts of
groups (Lou et al., 1996). Size matters too, as
smaller groups rather than somewhat larger
groups seem to yield higher achievement in
learning settings (Gillies, 2014). Based on the
researchers’ experience, an important
question for many university teachers is how
to implement effective teamwork, as students
can be quite vocal about their dislike for

Team Roles in Enterprises
New enterprises are often wrongly associated
with being formed by one person, the creative
entrepreneur, and rather often, a team is
behind such enterprises (Aldrich, Carter, &
Reynolds, 2004; Davidsson & Honig, 2003).
As in SEs, different tasks and roles need to be
fulfilled. In theory, collaboration can be
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productive, but in practice, different goals
among team members may induce conflicts
(Halfhill, Sundstrom, Lahner, Calderone, &
Nielsen, 2005; Zhou, Hu, & Zay, 2015).
These conflicts may be attributed to the fact
that human personality is varied. While there
are different personality models like the Big
Five (Saucier & Goldberg, 1998), the fields
of psychology and personalities are beyond
the scope of the present study. In the
previously mentioned courses at UiA, they
have for some years used a team management
style model based on Adizes (1976; 2004) in
a setting of targeted SE teams.

according to Adizes and thus work effectively
and goal-oriented, which is a concept used in
SEs at UiA. Based on the researchers’ general
experience and Adizes’s (1976; 2004) work,
students typically identify themselves with
one or two main roles, but it can occur that all
the above four roles are present in one
student. The Adizes’s model has been
implemented at UiA for students to reflect
upon how they contribute in a SE team. When
choosing their own team, they may thus
possibly not only work with friends they
know well but think of other students’ roles
or attributes according to the model of Adizes
as well, before deciding the team
composition.

Adizes’s (1976; 2004) classical management
style classification is a research-based model,
which describes four main roles of
management that must be performed to
prevent mismanagement in organisations or
companies. A general description of the four
roles—integrator, administrator, producer,
and entrepreneur—are as follows: the
integrator is good at communicating,
dedicated to creating a pleasant and teamoriented working environment, listens to the
individual’s opinion, but avoids conflicts; the
administrator is analytical, accurate, likes
planning and routines, yet can forget to
involve other people; the producer is clear,
resolute, result- and action-oriented, but can
ignore good training prior to action; and the
entrepreneur is enthusiastic, flexible,
solution- and action-oriented, however their
ideas and solutions can often be unrealistic.
Adizes concluded that a person rarely excels
at all four roles in a good way as a business
manager, and at some point, starts to
mismanage. Thus, the organization or
company will suffer detrimentally over time,
implying that the managerial role is too
difficult for one person to perform alone. In
SEs at UiA, the researchers’ experience was
that students almost always decide on issues
in a joint manner, even though one student
may be the group leader. In this respect, a
team could potentially possess all four roles

The first author of this article convened the
SE course for nutrition students, and the
authors primarily wanted to understand how
the four roles, used as a basis in teaching,
impact collaboration in SE teams.
Secondarily, the authors were interested in
student ownership to business idea,
occurrence of conflicts or disagreements, and
SE success. To the researchers’ knowledge
the Adizes’s model has not been used in this
respect previously, and the rationale was to
possibly better understand and improve
teaching practice with an eye on the students’
perspectives on collaboration in SE teams.
Based on Adizes’s model (1976; 2004), the
researchers hypothesized that SEs with four
team roles present would collaborate well and
thus excel compared to SEs containing only
one, two or three roles.
Research Methodology
Either teacher education students in home
economics or nutrition students from UiA
comprised the SEs. They initially received
written and oral information about the study
by the first author. All 12 SEs from the two
courses were asked to participate, and if
willing, each student filled out a
questionnaire regarding how they would
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classify themselves according to the Adizes’s
(1976; 2004) four roles. At the beginning of
the courses (January), the students attended a
lecture on the four roles and their qualities of
collaboration as described above. At the end
of the courses, a written project report of their
work was delivered as an exam and given
grades. At the start of the study (January), the
students classified themselves from 0 to 100
percent for each role with 10 percent cut-off
levels (i.e. 0%, 10% etc.). The total sum of the
four roles should be 100% for each student.
This classification was the basis for a group
interview, performed in the early stages of SE
team collaboration (February-March). At the
end of the courses (May, main sampling), a
similar group interview and team role
classification was performed. The SE teams
were interviewed to get a thorough
understanding
of
the
collaboration,
ownership to business idea, occurrence of
disagreements, conflicts, and successes that
occurred. When appropriate, the students
provided a quantitative measure of variables
(i.e. evaluation of collaboration, ownership to
business idea and success) during the
interview.
This
quantification
was
implemented in order to detect possible
differences between both students in each SE
and the different SEs respectively.

the study would not affect their grades. The
participants were granted confidentiality and
could withdraw from the study at any time
without having to give a reason. It was
underlined that the goal was merely to
investigate the impact of team roles on SE
team collaboration, not to search for potential
bad collaboration or conflicts. A semistructured interview guide, mostly with openended questions, was used. The interview
guide consisted of individual and team
questions, and follow-up questions were
asked when appropriate. Individual and group
questions were sampled simultaneously due
to practical issues (e.g. time constraint).
Questions in the first interview guide sought
information on the current situation, while
questions in the later (main) interview guide
investigated the possible changes from the
first interviews and the whole SE
collaboration process. Individual questions
focused on SE team roles, ownership to
business idea (a sense of belonging; being
passionate about it), personal goal with SE,
expectations for own and other students work
input in SE, and collaboration issues.
Students’ goals and expectations were
investigated regarding possible impact on
collaboration. Team questions focused on
disagreements and potential conflicts and
what solutions were made in case of the latter.
Furthermore, the impact of each role on SE
team collaboration was investigated by
means of a focus discussion in the last
interviews.

In this project, a combination of qualitative
and quantitative methods was used to
investigate the impact of team roles on
collaboration, disagreements or potential
conflicts, and successes. As mixed methods
increase the width and depth to which the
research questions may be examined, the
credibility of the research findings may be
strengthened (Hesse-Bieber, 2010, p. 3–6).

Ownership to business idea and team
collaboration were also individually graded
by the students at both interviews from 0 to
100%, with a 5 percent cut-off points (50%,
55% etc.). In the last interviews, success rate
(e.g. number of products sold) was evaluated
with each SE ranging 100% as the initial goal
of the SE with a 10 percent cut-off points
(50%, 60% etc.). The interviews were
recorded digitally using a tape recorder.
Students were given identification letters (A,

Interviews
The SE team interviews were performed in a
private room and lasted 25 to 40 minutes. The
students were informed about the purpose of
the interviews, and that their participation in
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B, C etc.) as well as the SEs (1, 2 etc.), and
they were asked not to reveal sensitive
information. During team interviews, one of
the authors referred the conversation in real
time, and afterwards, a written summary of
each interview was discussed between the
researchers. The interview recordings were
listened to afterwards to secure full coverage
of data before the recording was deleted.

attend any interviews and was excluded from
the data analyses. Four SEs (n=19) dropped
out before the last interview, mainly due to
exams and time constraint. A few students
from some groups were prevented from
attending interviews, but the researchers
chose to conduct the interviews, nevertheless.
In these cases, remaining members of the SE
were asked whether they believed other
opinions might appear if all members were
present, but they all answered no. As only two
of five students in SE4 were represented at
the last interview, quantitative data from the
first interview are shown. Emphasis has been
put on data from the later phase interviews
due to more collaboration experience, and
SEs with particularly interesting results
concerning the research questions have been
highlighted.

Data Analysis
The quantitative data from the role
classification were plotted in Microsoft
Excel. When a student classified him-/herself
as mostly an integrator for instance, such a
term was used for this student. To simplify
and clarify the presentation of the distribution
of SE team roles, mean team roles were
calculated for all SEs, as each student’s role
was reported in quantitative numbers. Also,
the skewness of the distribution of mean team
roles in each SE was calculated by finding the
difference between mean value and 25 for
each team role and summarizing these
numbers. The SE closest to 25% of each role
had the most even mean role distribution. To
compare SEs, mean evaluation of
collaboration, success rate, and ownership to
business idea were also calculated and plotted
in Microsoft Excel. Interview data were
processed manually by both authors, based on
the semi-structured interview guide, and all
findings were categorised, analysed, and
interpreted in the urge to understand the SE
team collaboration phenomena and team
processes. Relevant quotes were translated
from Norwegian to English. The aim of the
presentation of results is to represent the
students’ thoughts and experiences.

The main agenda of this practice-based
research was to investigate the impact of SE
team composition regarding Adizes’s (1976;
2004) four roles on collaboration,
disagreements and success, thus distribution
of team roles in all SEs will be presented. As
the hypothesis was that team composition
affects team collaboration and SE success
based on Adizes’s work, it was important to
investigate potential differences in team role
distribution among SEs. To compare SEs, a
list of the most to the least even team role
distribution will be presented. Further, mean
evaluation of ownership to business idea,
collaboration, success, and occurrence of
conflicts or disagreements for each SE will be
listed. Because all SEs contained four team
roles and the variance is limited, data will
mainly be presented for each SE team rather
than individual students.

Results and Discussion

Distribution of Team Roles in Student
Enterprises

All invited students (n=51) classified
themselves according to the four team roles,
and 11 SEs (n=47; 92 %) were interviewed in
groups at the initial sampling. SE5 did not

The SEs consisted of 3-6 students, mostly 4
students (Table 1, Column 1). According to
Lou et al. (1996), groups of 3-4 students may
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achieve better outcomes compared to larger
groups of 5-7 students. The mean distribution

of team roles in each SE with minimum and
maximum values is presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Mean Distribution of Team Roles (percent) in Student Enterprises

SE1 (n=3)
SE2 (n=4)
SE3 (n=5)
SE4 (n=5)
SE6 (n=4)
SE7 (n=4)
SE8 (n=4)
SE9 (n=4)
SE10 (n=4)
SE11 (n=4)
SE12 (n=6)
Mean, all SEs (n=47)

Integrator

Administrator

Producer

Entrepreneur

30 (10-50)
18 (10-30)
22 (0-40)
34 (20-50)
15 (0-30)
18 (10-30)
28 (0-80)
23 (10-40)
38 (10-50)
30 (10-50)
23 (0-40)
25 (0-80)

40 (30-50)
28 (10-60)
38 (10-80)
20 (0-30)
43 (20-60)
28 (10-50)
15 (0-40)
30 (20-60)
23 (0-30)
20 (10-40)
33 (20-50)
29 (0-80)

20 (10-40)
25 (10-40)
36 (20-50)
20 (10-30)
35 (10-80)
40 (20-50)
33 (20-60)
38 (20-50)
13 (0-30)
25 (0-60)
25 (10-60)
28 (0-80)

10 (0-20)
30 (10-50)
4 (0-10)
26 (10-70)
8 (0-20)
15 (10-30)
25 (0-50)
10 (0-20)
28 (10-60)
25 (0-50)
18 (0-30)
18 (0-70)

Note: SE2-4, SE9, SE12: Data from the first interview. SE1, SE6-8, SE10-11: Data from the last (main) interview.
Data are presented as means with minimum and maximum values. SE, student enterprise.

As Table 1 illustrates, all four roles are
represented in all SEs, thus limiting the
variance, although SE3 and SE6 have very
little entrepreneur characteristics (4% and
8%, respectively). To the researchers’
knowledge, no other studies have reported
such data using Adizes’s (1976; 2004) model
before. SE6 is the SE with the least even
mean distribution of roles with an overweight
of administrator characteristics (43%). In
SE11, however, the role distribution is
relatively even. Overall, the administrator

and producer roles are most commonly
represented (29% and 28%, respectively)
among all SEs, and the entrepreneur is the
least represented role (18%).
To better illustrate the variation in mean team
role distribution among SEs, a graphical
presentation of the mean distribution of roles
is presented in Figure 1. Whereas, Figure 2
shows the ranking of the SEs from most to
least even mean distribution of roles.
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Figure 1. Mean distribution of team roles (percent) for all 11 SEs. SE2-4, SE9, SE12: Data from
the first interview. SE1, SE6-8, SE10-11: Data from the last (main) interview. Roles are
identified as I‒integrator; A‒ administrator; P‒producer; E‒entrepreneur.

Figure 2. Ranking of SEs from most to least even mean distribution of team roles.
Evaluation of and Reflections about
Ownership to Business Idea,
Collaboration, and Success Rate in SEs

SEs, all four team roles were represented in
all SEs to some extent (Table 1). During
interviews, many students pointed out that all
team roles were important in the SE team. For
example, student C in SE4 said
It was the entrepreneur (student D) who
came up with the idea at all, so without
him/her we would probably have done
something completely different today.
So, in that respect, I would say that we
have been very dependent on this person.
We could always have thought of
something else, but probably not as

In Table 2, mean evaluation of ownership to
business idea, team collaboration, and
success rate in percentage are presented.
Table 2 shows that most SEs ranked both
ownership to business idea and team
collaboration relatively high, and overall,
collaboration was ranked higher than
ownership to business idea. Although mean
distribution of team roles varied among the
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creative. But in general, I would say that
all roles are very important for
collaboration – e.g. without the producer,
little would be done. We have also
depended on the structured one
[administrator] to set up plans etc. The
integrator is the glue of the team...; all of
them have been important contributors.

least even mean role distribution, they had not
missed more entrepreneur characteristics as
they came up with the right business idea very
early in the SE process. They admitted
however that all of them probably have more
entrepreneur characteristics than they “dared”
to report. All of them had been creative in
their own way. SE8 told that none of the roles
excelled, and that all four roles had been
important for wellbeing, collaboration, and
progress in the SE.

SE6 also expressed that all four roles were
important, and despite being the SE with the

Table 2
Mean Evaluation of Ownership to Business Idea, Collaboration, and Success
Student
Enterprise
SE1
SE2*
SE3
SE4*
SE6
SE7
SE8
SE9
SE10
SE11
SE12*

Means
Ownership to Business Idea
83 (80-90)
77 (50-100)
70 (60-80)
75 (70-80)
99 (95-100)
48 (40-50)
96 (90-100)
75 (65-85)
80 (60-90)
100 (100)
92 (80-100)

Collaboration
65 (60-70)
88 (85-90)
87 (85-90)
76 (75-80)
95 (95)
75 (60-80)
100 (100)
93 (90-100)
96 (95-100)
86 (80-90)
100 (100)

Success
75

600**
200
60
200
70
150

Note. Data are presented as means with minimum/maximum values and are presented in percent (0-100%). The
evaluation of success is also in percent (100%, as expected). SEs 2, 3, 4, 9, 12: Data from the first interview. SEs 1,
6, 7, 8, 10, 11: Data from the last (main) interview.
*Data from one student in the SE is missing
** Data from the last interview; only two of five students represented in interview

Discussion. The fact that all SEs contained all
roles may possibly explain the high
evaluation of collaboration in most SEs based
on Adizes’s (1976; 2004) model suggesting
all roles are important to reach a common
goal. This result corresponds to the students’
reflections in interviews and a Norwegian
study by Brattbakk and Martinsen (2014).
Interestingly, according to Main (2010) and
Sturner, Bishop, and Lenhart (2016), SE
teams where students have divergent goals

and expectations show lack of good
collaboration. In our study however, most
team members had rather similar goals and
expectations. Most students’ main goal was to
learn from the SE process, and they
anticipated that both themselves and the
others would contribute and put down an
effort, which may indicate a focus on
collaboration and distribution of tasks.
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Another factor of note may be the specific
presence of integrator characteristics in all
groups, which Adizes (1976; 2004) highlights
as significant for achieving collaboration and
thus goals. SE7 had the lowest evaluation of
ownership to business idea and success and
among the lowest evaluation of collaboration.
This team did not prioritise the SE very high,
and during the last interview, two of the
students mentioned that motivation and thus
collaboration probably could have increased
if they had focused more upon doing nice
things together. Most students in this team
expressed that they identified themselves
more with the integrator role in their spare
time but less in the SE setting. One student
suggested that the collaboration could have
been more effective if the integrator was more
present in the team; however, the overall data
are not conclusive in this respect.
Importantly, most groups were friend groups,
and the fact that collaboration difficulties
could potentially lead to less SE success and
lower grades may have contributed to the
good collaboration in most SEs.

ownership, collaboration and success rate
relatively low when compared to other SEs.
SE10 had high collaboration, yet a relatively
low ownership and the success rate is below
expectations (< 100%). Ownership to
business idea may affect the success rate in
SEs because students with high ownership to
business idea prioritise the SE and work hard,
which is essential to achieve success. Earlier
studies indicate that focusing on teamwork
rather than finding the best business idea
might actually obstruct success (Carson,
Tesluk, & Marrone, 2007; Prewitt, Walvoord,
Stilson, Rossi, & Brannick, 2009). After all,
the goal in the entrepreneurship education is
not primarily to achieve success but to learn
from the SE process.
Occurrence of Disagreements and
Conflicts in Student Enterprises
It is not surprising that the evaluation of team
collaboration varies among SEs as working
together may present challenges both
professionally and relationally (Halfhill et al.,
2005; Taylor, 2011; Zhou et al., 2015). SEs 7,
8, and 10 did not report any conflicts or
disagreements, but SEs 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 and 12
expressed that small disagreements had
occurred. Students in SE4 communicated that
disagreements did occur in the beginning, and
in the later phase, even loud discussions
arose. Collaboration had been difficult over
time, but they were still friends. SE11
reported conflicts at start, but the
collaboration improved when they decided
upon the business idea.

It seems that most SEs distributed tasks
according to each students’ strengths and
abilities, which may correspond to the
Adizes’s (1976, 2004) four team roles.
Furthermore, several students expressed that
their role adapted to what was needed in the
SE. A student in SE1, for example, noticed
the lack of team progress and started
automatically to take the lead and became
more resolute, despite being an administrator.
This SE lacked a clear producer, thus the
student adapted to the situation, as this
student was the one with the most producer
characteristics in this team.

In some SEs, e.g. SE8 and SE11, the
individual team role distribution was
scattered, while other SEs, such as SE6 and
SE7, were more aligned. To exemplify, in
SE8, a dominant integrator, administrator,
producer, and entrepreneur was found, while
SE6 consisted of many administrators and
one producer (see Figure 3).

No obvious trends regarding team roles and
success rate of SEs can be seen. Out of the six
SEs with complete datasets, a trend may
however be observed regarding ownership to
business idea, collaboration, and success
(Table 2). SE1 and SE7 ranked both
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Figure 3. Individual distribution of team roles (percent) for student enterprise 8 and 6.
Data from the last (main) interview. Roles are identified as I‒integrator; A‒ administrator; P‒
producer; E‒entrepreneur.
Discussion. Halfhill et al. (2005) showed that
a great variance of personality composition in
groups (roughly equivalent to different team
roles in this study) affects the effectiveness
negatively. In our study, no clear correlation
between variance between team roles and
evaluation of collaboration was observed, but
it may seem that some of the SEs with very
different roles or where one student stands out
from the rest, experienced more conflicts.
This result was observed in some but not all
SEs with scattered individual roles. Yet sober
discussions occurred in all SEs, and most of
them reached solutions as a team rather than
creating
conflicts.
Several
students
appreciated these discussions because they
represented a possibility to find the best
solutions. This illustrates a positive
perception of discussions rather than a focus
on disagreement. Students in SE6, for
example, expressed that it was not negative
that some students stood out from the others.
It was more important to be different, and this
reflects the general opinion of most SE teams.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study
In this study, a low drop-out rate increased
validity of results. Data from the late phase
interviews were more valid than the early
interviews, but missing data limited our
study. One of the strengths of this study was
the use of mixed methods (Hesse-Bieber,
2010, p. 3–6). The researchers’ role as
interviewers was clarified at the start of the
interviews; although, it may potentially affect
the results that one of them was the students’
teacher.
Defining oneself in different team roles may
be challenging especially for young students
who potentially do not know themselves very
well as their personality is developing. Other
aspects are that students may choose a role
they want to emphasize and try to live up to,
or that the interviewees wanted to appear
more collaborative or team oriented than they
were, as shown earlier (Srivastava & Banaji,
2011). Furthermore, many variables in the
study may be difficult to estimate objectively,
especially the degree of success. SEs were
asked to estimate the success according to
their initial expectations; hence, it may be
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easier for SEs with low ambitions to achieve
success. Finally, the fact that the SE provided
material for an exam paper in which poor
collaboration may result in a bad grade and
that the evaluation of team collaboration is
subjective, combined with little variance of
team role data, implies caution about the
generalisability of the results.

Future Perspectives
Although achieving success is not the main
focus of the curriculum initiative in SE, the
finding that a strong ownership to business
idea may increase success was interesting in
a teaching perspective. Encouraging students
to team up around a business idea that they
like, believe in, and belong to, may encourage
them into making a collaborative effort.
Hence, students may possibly work better as
a team, according to Adizes’s (1976; 2004)
model, and learn from their team members,
which is a hallmark of cooperative learning
(Laal, 2013). This effort may prevent loss of
motivation and possibly secure a good team
spirit and thus collaboration. In their future
working life, candidates (e.g., in food and
nutrition) will have to collaborate and work
towards common goals and targets set by
themselves or others (Fanzo et al., 2015).
Although variance among students in a SE in
some cases increased the conflict rate, this
variance did not seem to affect rate of
success. Indeed, students seemed to enjoy
discussions and giving and getting input
suggesting the pros outweigh the cons of a
teaching practice where diversity among SE
groups was encouraged. As many students
pointed out that all Adizes’s four roles were
important in the SE team, further education
should continue to encourage students to
create SE teams according to these team
roles, rather than teaming with their friends.
Yet more research is needed to further
investigate the impact of team roles on
collaboration, disagreements and success in
SE teams with a more varied role distribution.

Conclusion
In this article, the influence of team
composition regarding four team roles—
integrator, administrator, producer, and
entrepreneur—on collaboration in SEs has
been investigated. One finding was that most
SEs collaborated well, possibly related to the
fact that all SEs contained all four team roles
previously described as important in
enterprise teams. However, limited variance
among SEs restricts the extent to which we
can focus on the importance of individual
team roles for SE team collaboration. The
hypothesis that SEs with four roles present
would excel compared to teams with only
one, two, or three roles, cannot be properly
accepted based on findings in this study, as
none of the SEs lacked one or more roles
completely.
Overall, few disagreements and conflicts
occurred in the SEs. Disagreements or
potentially conflicts may, however, not
necessarily diminish success because fruitful
discussions may appear and increase the
opportunity to reach the best solutions. Strong
ownership to business idea may seem to
increase the SEs’ success more than high
evaluation of collaboration; although,
evaluation of success was highly individual.
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CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING AND APPLICATION OF DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS:
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Abstract: In this explorative study, a diagnostic test on diffusion and osmosis (DTDO) was
developed and used to assess pre-degree students’ conceptual understanding and application of
diffusion and osmosis in biology. The 25-item DTDO is a two-tier test—adapted from Odom and
Barrow’s (1995) Diffusion Osmosis Diagnostic Test (DODT)—developed and validated with the
Nigerian curricula of both senior secondary school and university pre-degree programme.
Cronbach alpha was used to estimate the internal consistency of the items. The study adopted
descriptive survey design. Homogenous clustered random sampling technique was used to get a
sample size of 806pre-degree students (476 biology majors and 330 non-biology majors) in a
federal university in Nigeria. Data collected were analyzed using descriptive and inferential
statistics. The findings revealed that only 27.02% of the students have conceptual understanding
and application of diffusion and osmosis. Meanwhile, the students showed highest understanding
and application in the concept of kinetic energy of matter (40.1%) and least were concepts of
concentration and tonicity (12.8%) compared to other allied concepts. It is evident that both
genders had a fairly similar conceptual understanding and application of diffusion and osmosis.
Biology majors had a slightly higher conceptual understanding and application than non-biology
majors, the difference is however not significant. It is recommended that prior understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis should not be assumed at tertiary level and that teaching of
the concepts should be enhanced using contemporary approaches and technology for all
categories of students.
Keywords: conceptual understanding and application, diffusion and osmosis in biology, predegree biology students, Nigeria

Introduction

help the students understand and apply
biology concepts, principles, theories, and
laws. However, researchers in science
education have observed that mastery of
concepts in biology is difficult to achieve
among students, and worse still, is assessing
abstract concepts such as diffusion and
osmosis, which are prerequisites to

Biology is a subject that engages students in
various process skills such as observation,
clarifying, interpreting and predicting events,
designing
experiments,
organizing
information, and reporting adequately. One
primary function of biology teaching is to
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understanding other life processes (Fisher,
Williams, & Lineback, 2011; Odom &
Barrow, 1995; Oladipo & Ihemedu, 2016).

significant number of teachers would agree
that authentic assessment must include more
than a single evaluation. Important decisions
should be based on more than one sample of
students’ abilities. Furthermore, complex
outcomes often require several assessment
tasks so that students can demonstrate their
understandings in a variety of contexts
(Hiebert & Calfee, 1989).

Due to the abstract nature of the concepts of
diffusion and osmosis, many students find
these concepts difficult to comprehend, make
connections to previous knowledge, or to
apply the concepts to real life situations.
Difficulties in understanding these two
processes have been shown in literature over
the past decades (Christianson & Fisher,
1999; Odom & Barrow, 1995; Oladipo, 2009;
She, 2004; Zuckerman, 1998). In the same
vein, there is a dearth in conceptual
assessment instruments in biology (Chi &
Roscoe, 2002; D’Avanzo, 2008) though
several authors have demonstrated the use of
conceptual
assessments
for
broader
programmatic
improvement
including
Garvin-Doxas and Klymkowsky (2008).

The National Bureau of Economic Research
(2005) and the National Science Foundation
(2006) observed that female college students
were 37 percent less likely than males to
obtain science and engineering BAs, and
females comprise only 25 percent of the
science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) workforce. Although progress is
being made to increase female participation
in many fields, UNESCO (2012) figures
reveal that females make up a minority of the
world’s science researchers. In 121 countries
with available statistics, women make up 29
percent of science researchers.

More than two decades ago, Odom and
Barrow (1995) developed and applied a twotier diagnostic test, named Diffusion,
Osmosis and Diagnostic Test (DODT), on
college biology students to assess their
understanding of diffusion and osmosis after
a course of instruction. Their results revealed
that the performance of the college biology
majors was consistently poor, and scores
obtained by college non-biology majors and
high school students were even lower. Also,
Fisher et al. (2011), while adopting DODT,
developed a two-tier diagnostic tool
containing 18 diffusion and osmosis named
Osmosis, Diffusion Conceptual Assessment
(ODCA). The ODCA was administered to
students in a public university, and they gave
similar responses to those of DODT even 15
years later.

In Nigeria, Udeani (2010) reported that
female enrollment thins out as it moves up the
education hierarchy, and fewer women than
men are enrolled in university science
courses. According to Udeani, one of the
most indisputable facts is that the world is
characterized by gender unbalances in
literally all facets of life, education inclusive.
Other researchers have exposed gender
disparities in education, while gender
concern in education has been identified to
cut across all levels of education and more
especially in science and technology at the
higher education level (Ekine, 2010;
Rathgeber, 2009).
Non-biology majors are students who need to
fulfill some biology requirements for the
completion of their degree. These categories
of students would be enrolled for degree
courses in the sciences such as chemistry,

In another dimension, evidence from
literature also indicates that assessment needs
to be broadened (Busari, 2001; Sadler &
Sonnert, 2016; Udeani, 2002). Similarly, a
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science laboratory technology, computer
science, geology, and geophysics after their
successful completion of the pre-degree
programme. At the pre-degree level, all
science students are offered physics,
chemistry, mathematics, and biology and are
exposed to diffusion and osmosis concepts in
physics, chemistry, and biology. Generally, it
is assumed that the background knowledge
and attitudes of non-biology majors toward
biology and approaches to biology classes are
essentially different from that of biology
major (Knight & Smith, 2010). Nonetheless,
the assessment of the conceptual
understanding of biology major and nonmajor is needed because diffusion and
osmosis are cross cutting concepts.

recognize relationships between concepts
during the integrative reconciliation process
(Novak, 1990). Hence, understanding and
application of concepts are possible when
there is meaningful learning.
Constructivist Theory of Learning
The constructivist theory has its roots in
philosophy, sociology, and education. It is
based on the fact that human learning is
constructed and that learners build new
knowledge upon the foundation of previous
knowledge, experiences, observations, and
interactions in a social setting until
understanding and meaningful learning is
facilitated. In a more comprehensive way,
constructivism can be viewed, as a theory of
meaning making, knowledge construction,
and reconstruction that fosters conceptual
understanding and which provides insight on
how learners move along the pathway of their
own worldview to scientific viewpoints using
socio-cognitive anchors (Crippen & Earl
2007; Duit & Treagust 2003; Lawson et al.,
2007)

Theoretical Framework
This present work hinges on the meaningful
learning theory of Ausubel (1965) and
constructivist learning theory (Crippen &
Earl 2007; Duit & Treagust 2003; Lawson,
Banks & Logvin, 2007). These two theories
provide the framework for this study.
Theory of Meaningful Learning

Research Question and Hypotheses

The theory of meaningful learning
propounded by Ausubel (1965) has had
profound impacts on teaching, learning, and
curriculum over the years. In Ausubel’s view,
to learn meaningfully, students must relate
new knowledge (concepts and propositions)
to what they already know. He pointed out
that two things are necessary for
understanding to occur: (a) the content must
be potentially meaningful and (b) learners
must relate it in a meaningful way to their
prior knowledge. According to Ausubel,
for potentially meaningful knowledge to
become meaningful knowledge to a learner,
it is usually subsumed under a broader, more
inclusive piece of meaningful knowledge
closely related to it. Learners come to

The study was guided by a research question
and two hypotheses:
What is the level of conceptual
understanding and application of
diffusion and osmosis among pre-degree
students? and
H01: There is no significant difference in
the conceptual understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis
between male and female pre-degree
students.
H02: There is no significant difference in
the conceptual understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis
between biology major and non-biology
major?
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Method

answer in multiple-choice question) for each
of the items for only the first tier questions.

Development and Design
The thirteen newly developed items were
initially 20 items on diffusion and osmosis,
which were carefully selected from past
(2002-2015) West African Examinations
Council
(WAEC)
Biology
(Paper1,
Objectives) questions and restructured to fit
into the two-tier diagnostic test. The 20 items
covered the existing conceptual areas of the
particulate and random nature of matter,
concentration and tonicity, process of
diffusion, and process of osmosis originally
itemized by Odom and Barrow (1995) as
shown in Table 1. Cronbach alpha was used
to estimate the instrument reliability giving
reliability coefficient of 0.86 by using IBM’s
SPSS software. DTDO and its relation to the
initial concepts covered by the DODT are
shown in Table 1.

This study developed and validated a 25item diagnostic test on diffusion and osmosis
(DTDO). The DTDO is a two-tier test
consisting of twelve original items obtained
from Diffusion Osmosis Diagnostic Test
(DODT) earlier developed by Odom and
Barrow (1995), which was modified, as well
as thirteen newly developed and validated
items. It was necessary to add more items to
the DODT in order for it to align well with
the senior secondary school curriculum and
also the university curriculum for pre-degree
students in Nigeria. While maintaining the
same conceptual areas, the DODT originally
had two options to choose from for the
answer but was modified to now have four
options (three distractors and the correct
Table 1
The Original and New Items Added to DTDO
Concepts
The process of diffusion
The particulate nature and random motion of matter
Concentration and tonicity
Kinetic energy of matter
The process of osmosis
The influence of life forces on diffusion and osmosis
Membrane

Table 1 indicates the original and new items
added to DTDO. Altogether, the moderated
and refined DTDO included 25, two-tier
items, however, there was no item among the
13 newly added items on kinetic energy of
matter because the Nigerian Science
Curriculum merged it with particulate nature
of matter and random motion of matter.

Original Items on DTDO
1, 5
2, 3, 6
4, 9
7
8, 10
11
12

New Items Added
13, 24, 25
16, 18, 22
13, 21, 23
15, 17
20
19

sampling technique, and it consisted of 476
biology majors and 330 non-biology majors
of which were 390 were male and 416 were
female. While attending senior secondary
schools in Nigeria, the participants had
received
instructions
on
cell
and
environment/transport in animal and plant
aspects of biology. Also, they had received
one year instruction in biology, chemistry,
and physics and were writing their final year
diploma examination which was followed by
the
Joint
Universities
Preliminary
Examinations Board (JUPEB) examinations
in a Federal University in Nigeria.

Administration of the Instrument
The diagnostic instrument was administered
to 806 pre-degree students. The selection of
the students was through stratified random
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Results

(understanding) and correct combination of
content and reason (application) selected. An
item was deemed correct on the DTDO if
both the desired content and reason were
answered correctly, which means that the
student
had
acquired
conceptual
understanding of the particular concept.

To answer the research question—What is
the level of conceptual understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis among
pre-degree students?—items were evaluated
for
both
correct
content
choice

Table 2
Mean and Standard Deviation of Correct Choice, Reason, and Combination of Biology Diploma
Students in a Federal University
Option
Correct choice
Correct reason
Correct combination

Mean
44.34
42.02
27.02

The assessment of university pre-degree
students’ conceptual understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis reveals
that the average percentage of students who
selected the correct choice (understanding)
is 44.34%, while the average number of
students who selected the correct reason

SD
14.90
13.49
14.12

(application) is 42.04%, and the percentage
number of students who selected the correct
combination of choice and reason
(understanding and application) is 27.02%
indicating that less than half of the students
considered have conceptual understanding
and application of diffusion and osmosis.

Table 3
Percentage of Students Selecting Desired Correct Content, Reason, and Combination of Content
and Reason for Conceptual Areas on the DTDO
Conceptual Area

Test Items

i‒The process of diffusion
ii‒The particulate nature and random motion of matter
iii‒Concentration and tonicity
iv‒Kinetic energy of matter
v‒The process of osmosis
vi‒The influence of life forces on diffusion and osmosis
vii‒Membrane

From Table 3, the range of correct answers
for the first tier was 26.9% to 58.4%, while
that of the second tier that deals with the
reason varied from 35.7% to 66.1%. This
result shows that students can often predict
the application of concepts but have less

1, 5, 14, 24, 25
2, 3, 6, 16, 18, 22

4, 9,13, 21, 23
7
8, 10, 15, 17
11, 20
12, 19

Content
Choice
46.4
52.1
26.9
49.0
47.9
39.1
58.4

Reason
49.6
40.4
35.7
66.1
34.7
42.9
48.0

Correct
Combination
35.9
30.6
12.8
40.1
22.9
27.3
34.9

conceptual
understanding
about
the
underlying mechanisms. On combining both
tiers, the correct responses dropped to a range
of 12.8% to 40.1%. Figure 1 explores these
data differently.
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Figure 1. Bar plots with error bars showing percentage of students selecting the desired content
and combination of content and reason.
In Figure 1, students showed higher
conceptual understanding and application in
the concept of kinetic energy of matter
(40.1%) compared to other concepts such as
the process of diffusion (35.9%), membrane
(34.9%), particulate nature of matter
(30.6%), influence of life forces on diffusion
and osmosis (27.3%), and the process of
osmosis (22.9%). The least amount of
conceptual understanding and application
was shown in the concepts of concentration
and tonicity (12.8%). These results show that
the level of conceptual understanding and
application of concepts differs from one
concept to another and quite unsatisfactorily.

more than 75% of the students answer the
item correctly. Bull and McKenna (2003)
stated that the higher the number of
distracters, the less likely it is for the correct
answer to be chosen through guessing
provided all alternatives are equally difficult.
Consequent upon the results above, it is
evident that the level of understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis among
pre-degree students was very low suggesting
that the students have not acquired
satisfactory understanding and application of
diffusion and osmosis.
To respond to Hypothesis 1—There is no
significance difference in the conceptual
understanding and application of diffusion
and osmosis between male and female predegree students, see Table 4.

According to Gilbert (1977), if a multiplechoice item has four to five distractors,
understanding is considered satisfactory if

Table 4
Mean, Standard Deviation, and t-Test Result for Conceptual Understanding of Male and Female
Students
Group
Male
Female

N
390
416

Mean
28.85
29.60

SD
11.69
11.90

Table 4 shows that the mean score for male
students in the conceptual understanding and
application of diffusion and osmosis is 28.85
while that of male students is 29.60. The null

Df
804

T-stat
-0.14

P value
0.89

hypothesis was not rejected because the pvalue (0.89) is greater than the 𝛼 (0.05);
therefore, there was no significant difference
in the conceptual understanding and
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application of diffusion and osmosis between
male (28.85, 11.69) and female (29.60,
11.90) students, t(804)= -0.14, p = 0.89 at 𝛼
= 0.05.

Table 5 responds to Hypothesis 2—There is
no significance difference in the conceptual
understanding and application of diffusion
and osmosis between biology major and nonbiology major.

Table 5
Mean, Standard Deviation, and t-Test Result for Conceptual Understanding of Biology Major and
Non-major
Group
Major
Non-major

N
476
330

Mean
31.42
25.99

SD
12.09
11.36

Table 5 shows biology major students had a
slightly
higher
mean
score
with
corresponding higher standard deviation
(31.42, 12.09) than the non-majors (25.99,
11.36). Even though the conceptual
understanding and application for both
biology majors and non-majors was generally
low, biology majors had a slightly higher
conceptual understanding and application of
diffusion and osmosis. The null hypothesis
was not rejected because there was no
significant difference in the conceptual
understanding and application of diffusion
and osmosis between biology major (31.42,
12.09) and non-biology major (25.99, 11.36),
t(804) = 1.13, p=0.26 at 𝛼 = 0.05.

Df
804

T-stat
1.13

P value
0.26

by Odom and Barrow (1995) even though,
one of the objectives of science teaching in
Nigeria is to prepare the students to acquire
the ability to apply scientific knowledge to
everyday life (National Policy on Education,
2014). This paper is a confirmation of a wide
range of research over the past decades,
which demonstrated that student mastery of
osmosis and diffusion is extremely difficult
to achieve (Christianson & Fisher, 1999;
Fisher et al., 2011; Garvin-Doxas &
Klymkowsky 2008; Oladipo & Ihemedu,
2016; Oztas, 2014; Oztas & Oztas, 2012;
She, 2004; Zuckerman, 1998).
The question remains—Why is it so difficult
for teachers to effectively teach and students
to successfully learn about diffusion and
osmosis? Reasons may include the fact that
these processes result from the constant,
random motion of invisible particles, and a
significant number of students struggle to
comprehend such abstract ideas (Fisher &
Williams, 2011). However, there is
undeniable evidence that teachers still teach
these abstract concepts using lecture method
even though the contents and context of the
curriculum place emphasis on field studies,
guided discovery, laboratory techniques, and
skills along conceptual thinking (Federal
Ministry of Education, 2014). Taking the
above into consideration, teaching strategies
that emphasize the process of arriving at an

Discussion
The results of this study reveal that predegree students could proffer accurate
reasons (application) for a wrong content
choice (understanding), thereby, having a
wrong combination of both content and
reason. This finding suggests that they could
at times predict or guess the application of
concepts but indeed have less or little
conceptual understanding of the underlying
mechanisms. Whichever way this result is
perceived, a strong divide still exists between
students’ conceptual understanding and the
application of diffusion and osmosis over two
decades since the development of the DODT
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answer rather than simply requiring students
to regurgitate the right answer are essential.
Also, there is a need for a strategy that
focuses on process not product and provides
content for the information that students
acquire and is effective and flexible
(Ogundiwin & Oladipo, 2018; Oladipo,
2009). Hence, teachers of science subjects
should go beyond teaching for factual
information alone, they should embrace
teaching for understanding and application of
concepts.

that both major and non-major biology
students had significant misconceptions of
the process of diffusion and osmosis. Fisher
et al. (2011) had previously found that the
performance of both categories of students
was similar. This finding is in contrast with
other researchers’ findings (Sundberg &
Dini, 1993; Knight & Smith, 2010), which
showed that non-biology majors can even
perform better than majors. In another
dimension, Odom and Barrow (1995)
showed that the number of science courses
taken at high school was not a significant
covariance of students’ understanding on the
DODT.

The study also reveals that gender is not a
significant determinant in the conceptual
understanding and application of diffusion
and osmosis among pre-degree students,
which aligns with previous findings (Odom
& Barrow, 1995, 2007; Oladipo, 2009;
Oladipo & Ihemedu, 2016). Although,
gender is no longer a significant determinant
of science achievement, gender gaps have
been long established to exist in the sciences
in Africa and elsewhere in the world (Hill,
Corbet, & St. Rose, 2010; Okoli, 2009;
Udeani, 2010). Science educators should not
rest on the achievement so far in closing the
gap between males and female, rather they
should continue until female students are as
well-received in science classrooms as their
male counterparts.

Conclusion
The 25-item diagnostic test on diffusion and
osmosis (DTDO) has, thus, turned out to be
an essential tool, which could be used to
assess the conceptual understanding of some
abstract concepts with a view to addressing
the problem of poor academic performance
of Nigerian students in biology. It can be a
tool to assess the effectiveness of teaching
and learning outcomes of the biology
curriculum in Nigeria. Additionally, it can act
as an effective instrument used by tutors to
get a prior knowledge of their students’
scientific beliefs, capture students’ thinking,
plan lessons better, measure the potential
success of their teaching, and enhance the
scientific reasoning skills and achievement of
biology students.

Similarly, performance of biology major was
not significantly different from that of nonbiology majors. This finding is an indication
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE AFFORDANCES OF
ASSISTIVE MULTIMODAL LEARNING DESIGNS:
UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING IN MODERN LANGUAGE CLASSROOMS
Henrik Kasch
Aarhus University, Denmark

Abstract: This paper presents the data from two empirical studies of the learning affordances of
a novel sui-generis language learning material, whose design is guided by universal design for
learning (UDL) principles. Excepting a pilot study, the two studies appear to be the first outside
the US to explore UDL principles and technology integration in language classrooms. The author
conducted 9 + 14 interviews of stratified respondents from experimental studies in two year-seven
language classrooms after a series of three interventions. In the interventions, three ebook
prototypes with UDL-guided digital scaffolds were used in regular teaching, collaboratively
planned, implemented, and evaluated by the teacher in question and the author. The paper in part
supports earlier findings from previous UDL empirical studies in language learning but elaborates
individual learners’ learning experiences interacting with individual scaffolds, studying how
lexical acquisition and competence and self-regulated learning can be scaffolded in a
componential UDL design.
Keywords: universal design for learning [UDL], experimental study, language acquisition,
language teaching, multimodal
Introduction

both in English as a second language (ESL)
learners and English as a foreign language
(EFL) learners. Global trade and industries
call for the acquiring the four c’s—critical
thinking,
creativity,
collaboration,
communication—of the 21st century skills,
stipulating (international) digital literacy and
collaboration skills, which are intrinsically
linked with English proficiency.

The teaching of English literacy is important
for educators across the globe. Of modern
languages, English has become the language
of science and professional international
communication (Crystal, 2003; Pandarangga,
2016) but also a preferred lingua franca in
online social media. English is taught as a
compulsory subject in 86 percent of the
countries of the world (Crystal, 2003;
Pandarangga, 2016), and increasingly,
countries outside the English-as-a-nativelanguage (ENL) inner circle expect
applicants to have communication skills in
English (Pandarangga, 2016). For a long
time, English has been considered a global
language and a leading lingua franca
(Crystal, 2003). Unsurprisingly, research has
identified adverse educative Matthew effects
of accumulated (dis-)advantage regarding
English literacy (Ari, 2013; Lamb, 2011)

Lexical competence is closely linked to
(reading) literacy (Hsueh-Chao & Nation,
2000; Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010;
Rosado & Caro, 2018). Therefore, it is
relevant to examine how digital scaffolds can
be used in vocabulary acquisition. Without
sight words—words immediately recognised
by the reader—reading fluency is
compromised. Moreover, struggling readers
tend to use a bottom-up reading strategy,
which is prone to affect global reading
comprehension negatively (Laufer &
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Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010). This strategy
may obviously compound self-regulated
learning processes as frustration or learned
helplessness. Unsurprisingly, empirical
studies in self-regulated learning also
ascertain that “students need to have both the
will and the skill” (Pintrich & De Groot,
1990, p. 37).

learner to engage with tasks and learning
with the world around us. (Hall, Meyer,
& Rose, 2012, pp. 2–3)
All three overlapping networks represent
learning-process areas. Universal design for
learning is guided by the idea that all learners
display dynamic diversity in each area, and
the rationale is thus for instruction and
instructional materials to respect diversity to
give access to learners and activate their
resources. Rather than just provide ad-hoc
retrofit solutions to special needs, such as
general-purpose digital assistive software
packages for learners with dyslexia or other
learning disabilities, remedial functionalities
can be integrated in main-stream learning
designs (Rose, 2007).

Aims and Contents
This paper aims to investigate how a UDLguided instructional design for reading may
increase engagement and foreign language
learning by investigating the learners’
functionality usage and learning afforded by
multimodal scaffolds removing recognition
networks barriers. The paper begins by
providing an empirical and theoretical
background and then presents the design of
the instructional material, then the method
followed by the analysis of interview data
and a subsequent discussion and conclusion.

Reviews of foreign language literacy studies
reveal that lexical competence has been
found to be strongly linked with reading
comprehension (Caro & Mendinueta, 2017;
Rosado & Caro, 2018). Early studies into
lexical competence addressed vocabulary
breadth
dimensions
and
reading
comprehension. Hsueh-Chao and Nation
(2000) found that adequate reading
comprehension for all participants called for
a lexical coverage of a statistically inferred
98 percent of textual lexis. However, these
numbers for coverage were challenged in
Laufer and Ravenhorst-Kalovski (2010).
Moreover, Laufer and Aviad-Levitzky
(2017) studied the validity of vocabulary
multiple-choice word recognition test vs.
recall test and found that recall tests had
lower results than word recognition tests.
Comprehension vocabulary was better
detected with the word recognition test. As
for teaching vocabulary, Laufer and
Rozovski-Roitblat (2011) pointed out in their
review of studies into incidental vocabulary
acquisition vs. form-focused instruction:
it follows that vocabulary learning is
determined by repeated encounters with

Theoretical and empirical background.
The present paper draws on UDL theory and
practice, primarily addressing recognition
networks and providing the learner with
multiple means of representation (Center for
Applied Special Technology [CAST], 2011;
Kasch, 2018). “Providing multiple means of
representation” is but one pillar of the sociocognitive UDL framework for learning based
on socio-cognitive neuro-didactic studies of
the learning brain consisting of
a. Recognition networks dealing with how
to sense and assign meaning patterns to
what we see and how to understand
information, ideas and concepts.
b. Strategic networks relating primarily to
executive
functions”
and
being
specialized in generating and overseeing
mental and motor patterns so as to plan,
execute, and monitor actions and skills.
c. Affective networks specialized in
evaluating patterns and assigning them
emotional significance, enabling the
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the words and by quality of attention that
learners pay to them (or elaboration, or
involvement) during a communicative or
any other learning task. (p. 395)
Laufer (2003) found word-focused activities
were significantly superior to mere incidental
reading activities for vocabulary intake,
which were corroborated in a later study
(Laufer & Rozovski-Roitblat, 2011).
Additionally, ELLs in 4th-grade in a UDL
classroom manifested second-language
lexical competence gains as well as
comprehension gains when reading lessons
were paired with text-to-speech vocabulary
and strategy supports (Proctor, Dalton, &
Grisham, 2007).

performance (Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990).
Because scaffolding has been found to aid
task-persistence, it is relevant to examine
whether learners’ interaction with the
scaffolds exhibit self-regulation and taskpersistence (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976).
Description of the Functionalities of the
Instructional Design
The author constructed the instructional
material using cast.org’s bookbuilder e-book
platform (see Figure 1). The platform
features a built-in text-to-speech and
highlighting functionality and an editable
glossary interface that affords hyperlinked
multimodal glossing. The author digitised
and augmented an existing EFL learning
material for Danish year-seven classrooms to
feature a compendious bilingual multimodal
glossary (text, sound, and image) and a
bilingual retelling functionality representing
paragraph contents and response field with a
reflection question.

Engagement has been studied extensively in
the literature on self-efficacy deriving from
the agentic positive psychology of Bandura
(1994, 2007). Studies of motivational and
self-regulated learning components of
classroom academic performance found a
positive correlation between self-efficacy,
intrinsic
motivation,
and
academic

Figure 1. Screenshot of e-book designed by the author. It has nine scaffolding functionalities comprising of (a)
compendious textual glossing in English, (b) compendious textual glossing in Danish, (c) pictorial glossing (see Kasch
(2018) for multimodal semiotic and multimodality theories underlying multimodal glossing design), (d) compendious
English audio glossing, (e) compendious Danish audio glossing, (f) retelling in Danish, (g) retelling in English, (h)
text-to-speech with highlighting, and (i) a response field with a reflection question.
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Method

oral communicative task. Field notes,
recorded meetings, and lessons were shared
with the individual teacher participating to
give their points of view.

Two qualitative studies of three interventions
were conducted in two Danish public schools
over four months and sought to have a
representative breadth of learners and explore
the learners’ individual experiences learning
English with access to comprehensive digital
scaffolds. The learner diversity in the first
study (Protocol 1) comprised four points out
of a five-point range of proficiency levels
scored at the Danish national English
proficiency test (i.e. the strata clearly below
average, below average, average, and above
average) were all represented in the interview
round of Protocol 1. As no clearly-belowaverage performers consented to being
interviewed in the second study, Protocol 2
featured average and below-average, and
above-average interviewees. No clearly
above average performer was found in the
two classrooms studied. Planning and
running lessons were a collaborative effort by
the participant teacher and researcher in
search of ecological validity (i.e.
applicability
in
real-world
learning
environment outside laboratories; see
Brewer, 2000).

The author conducted semi-structured
interviews with 23 student respondents
translating research questions into interview
guide questions into everyday language
(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015; Kvale, 1983).
The author asked students if and how they
used digital functionalities and how they felt
(if they did use them) the functionalities
helping them to learn English. Conducting
interviews, the author used screen dumps of
the functionalities to aid subjects’ recall of
these when asking them about their learning
experience regarding the function at hand. In
general, the interview design asked
respondents to give further experiences,
comments, and viewpoints, if any. The author
used humour and tried to his best to have a
relaxed atmosphere when conducting
interviews. Learners generally succeeded in
conveying their learner behaviour, providing
interesting data about both self-regulated
learning and language learning associated
with the use of the scaffold in question and
the intensity/quality of the usage.

In strict conformity with Danish ethical
standards, all interviewees were informed
consenters as were participant schools. The
first school was in a socio-economically
middle-income municipality district but as
can be seen from the sampling of learners in
the classroom at hand performing a little
below the national average. The second study
was carried out in another municipality with
a somewhat lower socio-economic base, but
on average performing very well given the
socio-economic variables though not for the
intervention classroom at hand, which
featured four times the national average of
clearly-below-average performers and no
clearly-above-average performers. In every
intervention, reading activities led up to an

The author transcribed the interviews aiming
at
verbatim
standards,
annotating
paralinguistic features (e.g. laughter and
emphases), and attendant situational
circumstances
when
needed
for
comprehension. Then the interviews were
iteratively coded for usages with respect to
use vs. no use of functionality to investigate
usage variety in interviews. Initial analyses
queried into reading comprehension and
engagement in general, which were coded
and later on confronted with self-regulation
theory and studies (Usher & Pajares, 2008) as
well as self-regulated learning studies
including intrinsic motivation (Pintrich & De
Groot, 1990) and flow (Csikszentmihalyi,
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2014) for reiterated scrutiny and coding.
Soon it became apparent that engagement,
apart
from
being
scaffolded
by
functionalities, involved both receptive and
productive lexical competence. Confronting
the data with lexical competence theories
(Laufer, 2003, 2014; Rosado & Caro, 2018;
Stæhr, 2009, 2015) and reading studies, the
author inspired by Laufer (2003) and Laufer
and
Ravenhorst-Kalovski
(2010)
investigated learners’ engagement in excess
of mere reading by examining their readingplus behaviour. In analysing and categorising
reading-plus behaviours, new coding was
introduced drawing on theories of attention in
language learning (i.e. noticing theory;
Schmidt, 2010; and pushed output; Canale &
Swain, 1980) to account for usage
behaviours. Also striking was the use of
multimodal access to meaning content, which
lead the author to study literature on
multimodal sensory integration, ideas of
multimodal integration, and learned superadditive effects, which manifested in
interviews reflecting further reading-plus
categories (Cheetham, 2019; Stephens &
Kaiser, 2018). This line of inquiry called for
yet another iteration of coding to examine
how multimodal reading integration was
perceived to affect reading comprehension in
the interviewee responses.

Thematic Analysis: Affordances and
Experiences
The 23 interviews furnished the interviewer
with a window on affordances in EFL
learning as experienced by the diversity of
learners in their classroom use of multimodal
scaffolds. The analysis starts with examining
reading task engagement.
Reading Task Engagement: Self-efficacy
and Self-regulation
A recurrent theme in both protocols was how
task-persistence—the student’s management
and control of their effort—was aided by the
assistive functionalities. This finding seems
remarkable as neither affective networks nor
strategic networks played a prominent part in
the scaffolds design and hence not the UDL
model’s cognitive components directly
associated with self-regulation and selfregulated learning.
How comprehension scaffolds assist
engagement and intrinsic motivation is
illustrated in the excerpt from the interview
of a clearly-below-average interviewee’s
account (Protocol 1, interview 1):
KUM: Yes, to comprehend things. If you
can’t comprehend things up here
(pointing at a page of the ebook), then
you can go here (pointing at the re-telling
function icons).
I: So, you started reading here?
KUM: yes.
I: That is reading the text and then going
down here and say okay I am not sure I
understood this and then you could …
KUM: (interrupting) yes.
I: hear things in English or in Danish.
KUM: Exactly!
I: And you used … both of them, or?
KUM: Yes. First, I heard things in
English and then in Danish afterwards.

The author used thematic meaningcondensation analysis of the interviews
(Brinkman & Kvale, 2015; Kvale 1983,
1998) and found a variability of functionality
affordances defined by Gibson (1986) as
“…properties taken with reference to the
observer…” being “…neither physical nor
phenomenal” (p. 146) and what “an
environment offers” (p. 127). Analogously,
digital environments see affordances as what
functionalities can be used and are used for
by learners/users in human-device interaction
(Beatty, 2013).
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Here KUM told the interviewer how they can
use functionalities for textual comprehension
and that with access to re-telling functions in
English and Danish, they can persist in the
task even when failing to comprehend the
text at hand. Immediately before, KUM
spoke of how good it was to have assistive
functionalities in general and that they used
all of them. Assistive scaffolds here aided
task-persistence in reducing barriers to
learning (reading comprehension) and
possibly alleviating degrees of learned
helplessness, but the resources lead to doing
more than just reading—listening to both
further English input and Danish re-telling.
Both comprehension gains and further input,
that is further work on the lexis and domain
at hand, were afforded by multiple means of
representation.

I: Yes. Do you think–did it help you?
How did it help you to learn English?
OM3: With respect to some words,
which at Ordbogen.com (an online
bilingual dictionary used in the
classroom) can be hard to use because…
I: Yes.
OM3: They (the words) are divided into
different syllables–or (found in)
inflected forms…
I: Yes.
OM3: then I just went to the form it (the
word) was in (the text).
I: because I have, I have, it is not just a
base form.
OM3: Yes
I: I just take the form…
OM3: exactly…
I: that it is in.
OM3: and that was rather delightful.
(Parenthetical
words
added
for
comprehension.)

Learners from all performance strata liked to
have a plethora of functionalities at their
disposal, even above-average learners, as
expressed by OM3 (Protocol 1, 7):
I: …Was it nice to have all the (assistive)
functions?
OM3: Yes.
I: Yes.
OM3: Then you can always, you know –
then you know you can always make it
(work)—that one can always get help
from it—on the individual words.
I: Yes.
OM3: You are never stuck.
I: Yes.
OM3: which is delightful. (Parenthetical
words added for comprehension.)

Direct access to glosses appears to be a
removal of lemma glossing-related barriers to
learning seen to impede OM3’s reading
process. In other words, the learner’s delight
and intrinsic motivation seem to reflect aided
self-regulation and the pleasure of taskpersistence and flow.
A few learners used to the response field for
the intended strategic use (self-regulated
learning), as found in OM1’s response
(Protocol 2, 1):
I: Yes. How do you think it (the response
field) helped you to learn English
(laughing lightly)?
OM1: It um I: - if it did, you know?
OM1: Yes, but it helped in the way that
you…you had to think back on what you
had learnt…
I: Yes
OM1: and then you had to give an
answer.

OM3’s delight, indicative of intrinsic
motivation at having the scaffolds (assistive
functions) at their disposal aiding a smooth
learning process is also attributable to the
non-lemma glossing design.
OM3: Then I would not have to look up
words in dictionaries, so it was rather
easy to deal with.
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Here OM1 uses the response field for
reflecting on their learning, as was the
original purpose of this functionality, but the
increased engagement of writing the answer
also implies a reading-plus strategy.

reading comprehension.
M2 responded
(Protocol 1, 4):
I: ... Yes, there was this TTS function
with which you could highlight some of
the text, and then there was yellow
highlighting and blue highlighting
telling you how far you had made it into
the text. Did you use that for anything?
M2: I did every time I read the text.
I: What did you use it for?
M2: to um get a – to understand things
better –um – a little more precisely (than)
if I was reading things myself.

Reading-plus Strategies: Receptive
Lexical Competence
Vocabulary learning depends on “repeated
encounters with the words” and “the quality
of attention that learners pay to them (or
elaboration, or involvement) during a
communicative or any other learning task”
(Laufer & Rozovski-Roitblat, 2011, p. 395).
It is more than just reading the text once.

It may seem odd that an average learner like
M2, who was not a struggling reader, had just
expressed that they did not need the sound
gloss but used a remedial TTS function to
heighten their reading comprehension.
Super-additive effects and comprehension
gains in multimodal access seemed to be
manifested by M2. Another average learner
(Protocol 2, 14) found another affordance in
the TTS functionality—hypothesis-testing:
I: Did you use the text-to-speech
function? The one where you highlight
…?
M4: No. no. I couldn’t … I used it for a
few words
I: yes
M4: If you were thinking, “What kind of
words are they?”
I: Yes.
M4: And then I had it read aloud and
then one would think: now I know what
it, it made sense, if you didn’t quite …
I: So, you used text-to-speech to make
sure it was indeed the word that you
thought it was?
M4: Yes, you know what it’s like.

Some learners used the text-to-speech
functionality (TTS) with highlighting to have
bimodal access to comprehending lexis,
which research into multisensory integration
and language learning point to as having what
Cheetham (2019) calls a super-additive
effect. In the clearly-below-average learner
KUM’s learning process (Protocol 1, 1) the
strategy seemed to lead to intrinsic
motivation and aided self-efficacy. The
scaffolds enabled them to form positive
expectancies of their ability to perform their
reading task and extended their engagement
into a reading-plus strategy. Providing
multiple means of representation, thus meant
providing multiple means of input. In this
way, the original assistive functionalities
afford inclusive practice and the help for
struggling learners like KUM. KUM said it
was a little “strange to use functionalities” at
the beginning, but then “it became alright”,
suggesting that they had not had access to
such functionalities before, which may be
why they emphasised how good it was for
them to have multiple input access.

Here, the TTS function apparently enables
testing a lexical hypothesis and activating
partial
receptive
lexical
knowledge
(Henriksen, 1999). Haastrup’s (1991) ideas
of lexical-inferencing and long-term memory

Average learners used multimodal input as
well, using a combination of text-to-speech
and retelling functionalities for aiding
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retention gains come to mind, but these have
been rejected by Laufer (2003). However,
M4’s lexical inferencing is followed by a
further
bimodal
hypothesis-testing
comparing sound and spelling. This learner
strategy elaborates and strengthens lexical
competence paving the way (in part at least)
for long-term memory storage. The
additional cues in the aural input seem to
involve
multisensory
integration
of
multimodal inputs with the perceived
comprehension
gains
reported
supplementing the learner’s partial unimodal
lexical comprehension. Moreover, the TTS
function was used to heighten attention or for
noticing and further or deeper processing
resulting in a reading-plus strategy.

I: yes.
OM5: because then you know what you
are dealing with kind of, if it is
something completely different or…
I: yes
OM5: s-something. And then I read the
text afterwards.
The related experience presents a reversal of
M3’s learning path. Here, pictorial glossing
helped the learner form a general impression
of their lexical inferencing and then textual
explanations are consulted for elaboration.
As OM5 explained,
I: So, so, you read perhaps … what-what,
how, how did you read?
OM5: I read this (pointing at the gloss in
English in a screen dump) for starters
I: in English, yes
OM5: and if I did not understand it, then
I just read, then I just read the Danish one
(gloss in Danish)
I: The Danish one, yes. Okay, so…
OM5: Then I also listened a little to this
(sound gloss)
I: This you also used, what it is now, the
sound, sound …
OM5: yes.

Around half of the learners experienced
comprehension gains from pictorial glossing,
as expressed by the average learner M3
(Protocol 2, 12):
M3: I cannot remember which words it
was exactly
I: No. It does not matter anyhow.
M3: yes.
I: Because what I want to ask you – that
is – um, did you use the picture?
M3: It helped, you know. I looked at the
text and then I saw the picture, and then
I felt absolutely sure.

In this excerpt, OM5 explained how they
used the glossary, looking at the picture then
the gloss in English, then the one in Danish,
and then sometimes even the bilingual sound
gloss, which they liked to (apparently out of
intrinsic motivation) listen to because it was
“a nice recital”, as they “knew how to read it
(the gloss)”. Pictorial glossing here opens a
trimodal reading-plus strategy, supporting
both the learner comprehension and learning
gains from super-additive effects, thus,
strengthening intrinsic motivation and selfefficacy.

This average learner gives us clues how
modality overlap aids comprehension and
self-regulation, M3 apparently using pictorial
input as feedback to test a hypothesis on
lexical meaning, which when confirmed
removes a possible comprehension barrier so
that the learner can continue their reading
process. An above-average learner from the
first study, OM5 (Protocol 1, 7), even
reported that they used the pictorial glossing
first when consulting the glossary:
I: Um – did you use the picture?
OM5. Yes kind of. I looked a little at the
picture…
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Reading-plus Strategies: Productive
Lexical Competence

I: yes
UM2: were to be pronounced.
I: yes. So, you used it – okay – to get
better at knowing how to pronounce it
(the words)
UM: mm (confirming)
I: but maybe also to pronounce – did you
practice the pronunciation of it?
UM2: Yes. (parentheses added to
original
transcription
for
comprehension)
Here, we see how receptive practice may be
used together with productive reading
practice but an aware attempt at a gap noticed
in one’s lexical competence, and thus
facilitating phonological pushed output.

The functionalities also offered affordances
for working with productive lexical
competence. Thus, TTS bimodal input
presented apparently still other affordances
as found in this conversation from Protocol 1,
7:
I: … Do you remember that there was
this built-in text-to-speech function
highlighting text in yellow and
highlighting the word and highlighting
in blue the word …that it had just
reached? Did you use that one?
OM2: Yes, I used that one, there was a
time, though, when I had forgotten my
earphones, but then I read instead.
I: Yes. But if you had brought your
earphones, did you use it then?
OM2: Yes.
I: What did you use it for?
OM2: Um, I used it you know for kind
of listening to – if there was a word I did
not know how to pronounce…
I: yes
OM2: Then it pronounced it for me
I: yes
OM2: And then it was like, you know:
well, okay the pronunciation is just like
that.

Further in a couple of cases, the response
field, originally meant to scaffold taskpersistence and executive functions, also lent
itself to working on productive lexical
competence expressed by OM2 (Protocol 1,
6):
I: What did you use it (the response
field) for?
OM2: I just wrote what it was I was told
to write; if a question was posed on for
example what I thought witches were.
I: Yes
OM2: but then I wrote what I thought it
was.
I: Okay. How um – how does it help you
to learn English – Does it help?
OM2: Yes, you get to, you know, think
about how I can put this (in English).
Here the learner appeared to use to the
response field for working on output, or how
to express something in English.

For this above-average learner, the TTS
functionality afforded a bimodal input useful
for augmenting partial lexical knowledge and
getting the pronunciation right as the learner
said when asked to clarify how it helped to
learn English. Such an affordance was also
expressed by an average learner and a belowaverage learner, who also expressed that they
used the functionality for working on
pronunciation, of which UM2 (a belowaverage learner) in Protocol 2, 9:

In OM3’s responses, productive lexical
practice appears to work in with elaboration
(receptive skills):
I: Okay. Yes. Then there was this
response field (pointing at functionality),
which …?

UM2: And then I listened to the text, you
know, later on to – hear how the words...
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OM3: It was alright – then you got to –
then you had a chance to elaborate a
little…
I: Yes
OM3: after you had read the text…
I: Yes
OM3: And if you had not understood
things, then you had to, you know, read
things again so that you could answer the
question and such. I thought it was nice
that it was there.
Furthermore,
self-regulated
learning
scaffolding is suggested, in the excerpt “then
you had to, you know, read things again, so
that you could answer the question”.

might as well just stop reading it and
listen to it and so on. Then you have sort
of understood things in Danish, and then
THAT is what you remember instead. I
don’t know if a lot would do that – to get
it read aloud in English or something –
and then just listen to it in Danish and
then – just like being given a story in
Danish.
Here M3 fears that people might be tempted
just to have the passage retold and also feared
that even an input in English would impede
learning because people would not read the
text and just remember the aural input, in
general expressing that the access to
scaffolds made things too easy. It is
remarkable, though, M3 themselves reported
preference for using retelling in English for
comprehension gains, only using retelling in
Danish once when struggling with a
particular text, thus, used scaffolds as
intended and engaged in an reading-plus
learning behaviour.

Misaffordances and Overall
Functionality Usage
Some learners, however, expressed suspicion
of misaffordances of the remedial learning
design, especially when asked if they thought
it a good idea to have all such assistive
functionalities in general. This idea is
exemplified by the average-learner M1
(Protocol 1, 3):
M1: Yes, but there must not be too much
of it. There shouldn’t be too much help
because then we don’t learn things by
ourselves.
I: So, you think that then you would just
use the Danish one (retelling in Danish
functionality)?
M1: yes, yes.

Even so, all learners tended to engage in
viable reading practices that would go
beyond mere reading comprehension. Thus,
interview data coding learning-relevant use
only saw two learners not using (one possible
below-average “outlier”—the only informant
only appearing in the last intervention—and
one above-average learner using only two) at
least three functionalities, and four using less
than four functionalities. This functionality
usage is depicted in the boxplot below in
which the lower whiskers (minimum values)
of the respective strata below. (The singleton
clearly-below-average learner has been
lumped into the below-average stratum for
ease of presentation). The box plot presents
percentile-ordered data.

Later on, when asked to clarify, it turned out
that their apprehension concerned reading
tasks not involving speaking or writing in
English, though. A misapprehension similar
was formulated by another average learner
(Protocol 2, 13):
M3: What I was thinking was that it
would just be the easy way; then you
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Figure 2. Box-plotted functionality usage in learner strata. The boxes account for 75 percent of each
stratum, and here the respective strata represent functionality usage values between four and six for belowaverage learners, between four and five for average learners, and between three and seven four above
average learners. In other words, multiple functionality usage - and hence enhanced engagement and lexical
competence acquisition - seems to be the norm in the two-study sample, which is admittedly relatively
small (n = 23), and hence, due caution should be taken.

Discussion

design is conducive to language learning and
comprehension, and that both glossing design
and retelling sources as well as working on
the response field assisting learners in selfregulating their learning. In addition to aiding
comprehension, learner experiences present a
wide variety of reading-plus interacting with
the scaffolds (Laufer, 2003).

In general, the interview data seem to
replicate findings from Proctor et al. (2007)
and Strangman, Meyer, Hall, and Proctor
(2014) with assistive technology like TTS
being found to aid lexical competence in
addition
to
reading
comprehension.
However, the novel affordances in design of
compendious multimodal glossing and
bilingual retelling functionalities scaffolded
both executive functions and lexical
competence acquisition. In other words,
scaffolds helped learners self-regulate their
learning
processes
and
assistive
functionalities and were put into meaningful
vocabulary acquisition practice, including
both usages foreseen and unforeseen. All
respondents except one (a possible outlier)
engaged in reading comprehension processes
going beyond reading and incidental learning
(Laufer, 2003). Learners’ interaction patterns
with the ebook prototype presented ways to
pursue what may be considered reading-plus
strategies stemming from a variability of
affordances both scaffolding self-regulation,
comprehension and lexical competence.

However, eight learners pointed to
misaffordances or negative affordances
imagined occasionally citing their own
observations of other learners. In classical
scaffolding theory and social constructivist
learning practices, it is vital that the
scaffolder facilitates the learner’s learning
process and does not prevent them or let
themselves prevent themselves from taking
the next step into their zone of proximal
development (Vygotsky, 1978; Wood et al.,
1976). Experienced ease of learning as
associated with intrinsic motivation or selfefficacy could give rise to suspicion of
misaffordances, namely, learners engaging in
intrinsically motivating behaviour at the
expense of learning engagement (Wood et
al., 1976). Here scaffolding also called for the
tutor to guide the learner to have a task focus
and not engage in task-irrelevant activities.
Therefore, when an above-average learner is

In general, interview data appear to support
that the UDL-guided instructional material
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so delighted by the easy access to lexical
meaning, it could be speculated that a higher
intake could have evolved from forcing the
learner out of (overly) smooth learning flow.
On the other hand, according to flow theory,
too low learning demands are associated with
boredom
rather
than
delight
(Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). When the selfsame learner expressed avoiding using the
retelling functionality in Danish, as it would
make learning “too easy”, the autotelic
behaviour of the learner seemed to reflect a
sound task engagement rather than
counterproductive, self-regulated learning.
Far more serious were the misaffordances
owing to regular inexpediencies in the design
found in the experiences of two learners—
one with dyslexia finding the dotted-line
interface a visual impediment and one with
(self-expressed) OCD-like behaviour finding
contiguous glossing hard to use when they
only wanted one word. Although such
inexpediencies did not compromise learning
flow in general in the cases cited, selfregulation is at risk of being discontinued
owing to (intrinsic) demotivation and
negative self-efficacy.

absence of clearly-above-average learners in
the two samples). Moreover, the interviewer
participated actively in classroom teaching,
giving them access to an ecological learning
environment, and personal relationships
between interviewees and researcher may
have influenced the way comments were
made.
Conclusion
This paper examined the affordances of a
componential UDL design used in a Danish
EFL classroom. Remedial functionalities
aided both self-regulation and viable lexical
competence acquisition strategies. The
viability and efficiency of the strategies were
made plausible by accounts of the learners’
diverse interactions with functionalities,
laying bare both self-regulation affordances
like self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation as
well as language learning affordances like
multimodal super-additive effects leading to
comprehension gains via multisensory
integration, lexical inferencing with
feedback, pronunciation practice, and
phonological awareness. In this way, UDLdesigns may help to reduce adverse Matthew
effects and help educators promote
plurilingual literacy in EFL learning
environments across the globe. This seems to
be the case if vocabulary learning is
determined by repeated encounters with the
words and by quality of attention that learners
pay to them (or elaboration, or involvement)
during a communicative or any other learning
task (Laufer & Rozovski-Roitblat, 2011). A
UDL design stimulates lexical competence
acquisition for all learners by scaffolding the
quality of attention, involvement, and
elaboration in vocabulary learning across the
language classroom.

The study used a sample of consenting
interviewees, which may lead to biased
answers. An aggregate sample of 23
respondents
with
verbatim-transcribed
interviews amounting to approximately 140
pages may be fairly large for a qualitative
study. In fact, functionality usage affordances
explained found to be close to a point of
saturation, with only a small deviation of
explained experienced functionality usage
found in the last series of interviews.
However, different conditions in the two
studies, with the latter study not being run
contiguously may have led to less than
optimal survey conditions (as does the
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